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Highway 1 between the north and south shores of Metro Vancouver plays a variety of roles serving 

provincial, regional and local traffic within the District of North Vancouver. Provincially, the Highway 

connects the Sea-to-Sky corridor with the core areas of Metro Vancouver. Recent investments into the 

Sea-to-Sky corridor as well as the ongoing improvements to the Highway 1 corridor from Grandview 

Highway to 216th Street, as part of the Gateway Program, will continue to support growth in travel 

demands for people, services, and goods.  

Within the North Shore area, both the Lions Gate and Ironworkers Memorial Bridges and their related 

municipal road networks share similar issues and challenges. First, neither crossing is planned to be 

expanded beyond the existing cross-section, yet the current peak directional volumes are near their 

theoretical capacities. In this regard, studies have shown that the peak directional crossing volumes are 

not projected to increase dramatically over the next 20 years because of this constraint to the network. 

This means that either travel will be queued up longer at the bridge, or the peak periods will continue to 

be extended. At the same time, the area networks leading to and from both bridges on the North Shore 

serve various functions. There are a limited number of east-west crossings across the North Shore. 

Around the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge, there are only two continuous east-west arterial corridors. The 

first is made up of Fern Street, Keith Road, and Mount Seymour Parkway and crosses Highway 1 at the 

Fern Street Bridge. The second is made up of Cotton Drive, Main Street, and Dollarton Highway. In 

addition to providing access to and from the Highway, they also provide access for residents and visitors 

to the collector and local road systems as well as providing access to the different land uses within the 

neighbourhoods served by these roads. It is noted that a 2001 agreement includes the long-term 

objective of eliminating private vehicle traffic on Lions Gate Bridge and the Stanley Park Causeway; 

however, the potential effects of that agreement were not considered in the analysis included in this 

report. 

As previous reports have indicated, there are a number of issues that exist on both the Highway as well 

as the local network in the surrounding area. In the southbound direction toward the Ironworkers 

Memorial Bridge, vehicle queues occur on both the freeway and the arterial road system, impacting not 

only highway traffic, but traffic across the North Shore and along the collector and local road system as 

well as to adjacent land uses. For the longer distance travel on the Highway, vehicle queues and delays 

can impact safety, particularly as traffic descends from “the cut” toward the bridge in a southbound 

direction. This recurring congestion and vehicle queues can impact not only safety, but access to off-

ramps such as the Fern Street exit from the Highway. Further, the close spacing of on-ramps in the 

southbound direction can impact Highway flow, contributing to the Highway and arterial road queues 

during the morning and afternoon peak periods. The lack of alternative east-west and north-south routes 

on the North Shore forces all traffic through the same congested corridors where vehicle queues impact 

regional, local and neighbourhood traffic using these same arterial roads. These poor conditions can be 

further worsened by vehicle and other incidents that occur on the bridge.  
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The potential improvements to the interchanges and surrounding network designed to address these and 

many other challenges are the subject of the Lower Lynn Interchange Options Identification and 

Evaluation Study. 

 

This study addresses challenges along Highway 1 between the north end of the Ironworkers Memorial 

Bridge to immediately south of the Lynn Valley interchange. The study considers some neighbouring 

municipal roads, with the east boundary of the study at Riverside Drive and the west boundary at 

Brooksbank Avenue for Main Street and Mountain Highway at Keith Road.  

The Study Area is illustrated in Figure 1-1 and includes the following main corridors: 

 Highway 1 (Trans-Canada Highway) corridor between the north end of the Iron Workers Memorial 

Bridge and the Mountain Highway overpass  

 Main Street / Dollarton Highway between Brooksbank Avenue and Amherst Avenue 

 Brooksbank Avenue between Main Street and E Keith Road 

 Mountain Highway 

between Main Street and 

Arborlynn Drive 

 Mount Seymour Parkway 

between Highway 1 On-

ramp to Seymour 

Boulevard 

 Fern Street and Lillooet 

Road (up to Old Lillooet 

Road intersection) 

Appendix A includes a more 

detailed map of property 

ownership in the Study Area.  

 

Figure 1-1: Study Area   
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The initial study purpose of this process was to refine the preferred concepts developed and presented in 

the 2007 study entitled North Shore Interchanges Functional Planning Study and to undertake further 

preliminary engineering and design of the preferred solution in an effort to identify short-term 

implementation priorities. As the process was started, engagement process expanded to include key 

public and agency stakeholders that opened the range of ideas and options that needed to be considered 

before identifying a preferred solution. In this regard, the study of the Lower Lynn Interchanges engaged 

stakeholders in a technical process of identifying and assessing key issues to be addressed, exploring 

improvement possibilities in individual areas and developing long-term packages of improvements that 

best address the key issues and concerns for further technical review and evaluation. It is anticipated that 

the long-term improvement strategies developed with public and agency stakeholders would be further 

confirmed and shaped through local area planning decisions and preferences, and be part of ongoing 

partnership discussions between the Ministry, local government and Squamish Nation.   

 

In order to achieve the study’s goals, it 

was essential to engage and collaborate 

with a wide variety of stakeholders. The 

stakeholder consultation process was 

designed to ensure that the issues and 

constraints were well understood from all 

perspectives and that all potential options 

were uncovered and screened. This is 

especially important given the complexity 

and location of the study network.  

Further to addressing issues and 

constraints along a major provincial 

highway, the Study Area includes the 

interconnecting network roads under 

municipal and First Nations jurisdictions. 

The study process includes ideas and 

opportunities to improve local networks 

and will be dependent on local area 

planning and investment to implement 

these changes.  

TransLink also operates a number of 

transit routes in the area. One of the major transit exchanges on the North Shore is on provincial land 

within the Main Street interchange. The Port and local industry rely on the road network in the Study Area 

to facilitate economic activity through goods movement. Further, many District of North Vancouver and 

City of North Vancouver residents are directly affected by changing traffic patterns and transportation 
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infrastructure in this area. Public and agency stakeholders were engaged in each stage of the process 

through four main forums of discussion, as outlined below: 

 British Columbia Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI): As the funding body 

for the study and agency with jurisdiction over the highway network, MOTI led the technical 

process with consultant team, as well as meeting with key public and agency stakeholders.   

 Agency Stakeholders: The Technical Working Committee (TWC) included representation from a 

number of agencies, such as the District of North Vancouver, the City of North Vancouver, 

TransLink, the Squamish Nation, Transport Canada, and Port Metro Vancouver. Representatives 

from each agency had the opportunity to surface issues and challenges, identify opportunities 

and options, and participate in option screening and assessment processes. The TWC met three 

times during the study – one joint meeting with the Community Working Group and two focused 

TWC meetings. The consultant team and MOTI also engaged with TransLink concerning Phibbs 

Exchange through a parallel process.  

 Public Stakeholders: The District and the City of North Vancouver assembled a Community 

Working Group (CWG) from various areas of the community to provide direct input from the 

public into the project and to report to District Council on the process. The CWG helped ensure 

that the project fully reflected the issues and concerns of public stakeholders in and around the 

District. It also allowed for a broad collection of ideas, options, and opportunities from the people 

who live, work, and travel in the area. The group included nine residents of the District, one 

resident of the City of North Vancouver, and one District Councillor.  

 Other Stakeholders: The study process also reached out to representatives of other groups that 

might be effected by, or have an effect on, any proposed changes. These groups were consulted 

to gain an understanding of their existing issues and challenges related to transportation in the 

Study Area, as well as the expected effect of changes. Groups consulted included emergency 

services, local industry, and the BC Trucking Association.  

These stakeholder groups were involved on an ongoing basis throughout the project and had the 

opportunity to contribute to all components leading up to option evaluation. The intensive consultation is 

evident in the scope and depth of the understanding of issues, the breadth of options considered, and the 

thoroughness of the screening process from multiple viewpoints.  

 

The process to identify and evaluate options for the Lower Lynn interchanges evolved from the 

assessment of existing issues and future challenges through to packaging improvement strategies that 

had the general support of agency and public stakeholders for further evaluation. The following 

discussion highlights the six phase process:  

1. Existing Issues and Future Challenges. Multiple sources and techniques were used to fully 

identify and understand existing issue and future challenges, including technical analysis, 

discussion with all stakeholders, and review of past work. Technical analysis included highway 

operations, signal operations, safety assessment, active transportation assessment, transit 

review, traffic forecasting, and future conditions assessment. The existing context review included 

a summary of existing conditions and issues identified in earlier studies, including: 
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 North Shore Interchanges Functional Planning Study (2008) 

 Lower Lynn Transportation Strategy (2010) 

 Keith Road and Connectors Conceptual Development Report (2013) 

 North Shore Trade Area Study (2008) 

 North Vancouver Bicycle Master Plan (2006) 

 District of North Vancouver Pedestrian Master Plan (2009) 

 District of North Vancouver Road Network Study (2011) 

 District of North Vancouver Road Safety Plan (2010) 

 Phibbs Exchange Conceptual Design: Site Assessment Report (2012) 

 City of North Vancouver Long-Term Transportation Plan (2008) 

2. Preliminary Ideas. Working with agencies and public stakeholders, over 50 individual area 

improvement ideas were generated through public and agency workshops. All involved were 

equipped with the ideas and possibilities identified from previous studies and asked to generate 

new ideas that should be considered to address safety, mobility and accessibility challenges.  

Examples of the ideas developed through the workshop are seen in Figure 1-2.  

 

Figure 1-2 - Community Working Group Ideas Workshop 
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3. Concept Development. All ideas were considered in further detail through concept development, 

as seen in Figure 1-3. Each idea underwent preliminary screening based on expected 

operations, constraints, and alignment with project and community goals and objectives. The 

project team also completed a preliminary assessment of geometric feasibility to remove those 

ideas with fundamental flaws that would prevent successful implementation. 

 

Figure 1-3 - Concept Development 

4. Concept Screening & Refinement. For those ideas that moved forward after concept 

development, the team completed further design efforts and reviewed possible alignments and 

configurations based on existing and forecast traffic conditions. High level conceptual designs 

were completed to assess grades, geometric requirements, constructability, property impacts, 

and the ability to integrate the needs of multiple modes of transportation. Further to this technical 

review, each of the concepts was taken through a screening and refinement process with public 

and agency stakeholders. Each concept was discussed at length from the perspectives of 

feasibility, alignment with project objectives, multi-agency interests, and the level that it supported 

public and agency goals. Each concept was graded against five criteria, which had been 

examined throughout this phase, as seen in Figure 1-4. The criteria were: highway safety & 

mobility, municipal mobility & connectivity, geometric feasibility & constructability; property 

impacts; and alternative modes. Concepts that contained ‘showstoppers’ or significant 

disadvantages considering one or more of these criteria were identified and removed from further 

consideration. This phase ended with a shortlist of potential improvements that passed all 

screening; each remaining concept was found to be feasible from a technical perspective and 

acceptable from the perspective of public and agency stakeholders.  
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Figure 1-4 - High Level Conceptual Design Grading Criteria 

5. Improvement Packages. With those concepts retained for further review, two complete 

packages of options were developed and considered further with public and agency stakeholders 

for all three Lower Lynn interchanges and surrounding networks. At this stage, highway 

improvements and local network improvements are joined to make complete packages of 

improvements that have been considered further technically.  

6. Option Evaluation. The two packages were assessed using an evaluation framework based on 

five measures: transportation, environment, community, financial, and economic. The evaluation 

included consideration of benefits, costs and impacts for each option when compared to a ‘do 

nothing’ future where no improvements are made to the existing transportation network over time. 

The results of the evaluation illustrate the unique and overlapping benefits and impacts of each of 

the packages.    

 

There have been a number of previous studies focusing on this area. In 2007, the MOTI completed the 

2007 North Shore Interchange Functional Planning Study (NSIFPS), which examined operational and 

safety issues along the Highway 1 corridor between the Bridge and the Mountain Highway interchange. 

This study identified a number of key issues, which have been carried forward into this report. They 

included congestion, queuing, speeds, poor connectivity, and ramp configurations that are not ideal and 

cause conflict and delay. 

The NSIFPS identified constraints that will set boundaries around the design options for this study. 

Constraints include both natural and built constraints, some of which are expensive to mitigate and others 
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that completely limit certain options and alignments. After extensive study, the NSIFPS resulted in two 

concepts to address the issues within the constraints identified. Both concepts included a northbound to 

eastbound connection at Brooksbank Avenue and connect Keith Road to Mount Seymour Parkway. Both 

involve the closure of existing ramps. Concerns with these concepts include cost, the impact of the 

proposed overpass connecting Keith Road and Mount Seymour Parkway, and the impact of ramp 

closures on local access. 

In 2008, the District updated the Lower Lynn Official Community Plan. The Plan outlines an increase in 

planned population and employment in the Lower Lynn Area, especially around Fern Street. District is 

also planning densification and development in the Maplewood Village Centre, east of Highway 1 in the 

Study Area. Following the update of the Lower Lynn Official Community Plan, District prepared a 

transportation plan for the Lower Lynn area. This plan included two concepts for improvements to 

Highway 1 and the surrounding major road network. These concepts focus on new interchange ramps at 

Mountain Highway and retain the existing Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway overpass. The District 

Concepts also include a new north / south connection on the east side of Highway 1 at Seymour 

Boulevard. The proposed concepts are challenging because they are not compatible with the constraints 

identified through the NSIFPS study, including topography, property impacts, and bridge improvement 

requirements. There was concern that the proposed full interchange at Brooksbank Avenue would not be 

sufficiently utilized to warrant the large investment required. Other concerns with these options include 

potential increases in local travel volumes, and worsening of conditions on some existing ramps. 

The estimated cost of the recommended concept resulting from the NSIFPS study was $100M. MOTI 

completed following-up planning work from 2008 – 2010. MOTI has an opportunity to acquire land in the 

Study Area and development pressures indicate that it is wise to reserve land for future plans now. 

Understanding that plans for the Study Area had evolved, that there was local agency and community 

interest in contributing to the generation of issues and ideas, and that there is land available for 

acquisition, MOTI commissioned this study. As described in Section 1.2, the intended result of this study 

is a final concept supported by completed preliminary engineering, an implementation strategy, a 

business case, and a funding strategy. 
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This section describes the existing conditions and plans in the Study Area. This includes existing land 

use, future land use plans, existing traffic conditions, existing infrastructure, and information about 

incidents. It was developed based on a review of existing data compiled through past studies, as well as 

assessment of selected new information.  

 

The Study Area currently contains a mix of industrial, residential, and commercial land. The current 

zoning from the District of North Vancouver is shown in Figure 2-1: Existing Land Use. Much of the land 

immediately surrounding the highway is held as reserve land by Squamish Nation. There is also parkland 

bordering parts of Highway 1, including parkland that surrounds the Seymour River and Lynn Creek. The 

waterfront industrial lands west of the highway are part of the Port of Metro Vancouver. 

The District of North Vancouver’s recent Official Community Plan update identified four centres for 

densification. These centres include two close to the Study Area. Lower Lynn Town Centre is within the 

Study Area and is bounded by Highway 1 to the north, Lynnmouth Avenue to the west, Railway Street to 

the South, and Squamish Nation land to the west. The proposed plan includes commercial land, mixed 

commercial and residential land, light industrial, and apartments. The proposed growth includes around 

3,000 residential units by 2030. Maplewood Village Centre is east of the Study Area and is bounded by 

Mount Seymour Parkway to the North, Dollarton Highway to the South, and the Seymour River to the 

west. This area is expected to contain commercial land, mixed commercial and residential land, 

institutional, and multi-family, as well as light industrial. The District is planning for 1,500 residential units 

in Maplewood by 2030. The proposed growth areas are illustrated in Figure 2-2. 

The Squamish Nation has plans to redevelop a portion of their reserve lands east of Highway 1 between 

MSP and Dollarton Highway as a retail commercial centre. In 2012, Squamish Nation commissioned a 

Land Use Feasibility Study that considered the possibility of mixed use residential-commercial 

development. The development schemes include conceptual plans for a future Seymour Boulevard 

Connector. At present, no changes are expected to the remaining reserve land in the Study Area.   
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Figure 2-1: Existing Land Use 
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Figure 2-2: Proposed Growth Areas 
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Beyond land use patterns, there are a number of physical constraints that influence options within the 

Study Area or increase the risk or cost associated with an improvement. Many of these constraints were 

identified in the 2006 North Shore Interchange Functional Planning Study Constraint Identification 

Report and used as input to the identification and development of options.  

Key constraints include: 

 Sites with high archaeological potential near Seymour River and Dollarton Highway 

 Steep grades in the north and northwest of the Study Area 

 Squamish Nation’s Seymour Creek Reserve bounding Highway 1 between Mount Seymour 

Parkway and Dollarton Highway, as well as south of Main Street.  

 Watercourse and fisheries constraints along Lynn Creek, Seymour River, and Maplewood Creek.  

 Potential geological constraints under the Main Street and Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

Interchanges. 

 Multiple property owners. 

 Storm, sanitary, water, and fibre optic cable utilities throughout the Study Area. 

 High constraint wildlife and vegetation areas around Highway 1 and Mountain Highway and on 

the east bank of the Seymour River. 

Maps illustrating constraints are attached as Appendix A. 

 

The Study Area includes roadways that are essential links in the regional and provincial road network. 

Highway 1 through the Study Area serves North Shore residents as well as provincial traffic. Mount 

Seymour Parkway, Dollarton Highway, Keith Road, Main Street, and Mountain Highway are all important 

local and regional roadway connectors.  This section provides some background information about the 

Study Area.  

Highway 1 through the Study Area serves more than 115,000 vehicles per day. Many people rely on the 

Highway to reach their jobs, homes, schools, and services on the North Shore and through the rest of the 

Lower Mainland and beyond. The highway is also a key connection for goods movement and recreational 

traffic, two important factors for the BC economy.  

To understand the issues and challenges and to develop appropriate options, it is essential to understand 

the overall network and traffic patterns along the highway and surrounding road network. This section 

provides information about the existing road network and traffic patterns in the Study Area.  

 

Three organizations have jurisdiction over roads that are being considered as part of this study: MOTI, 

the District of North Vancouver, and the City of North Vancouver. MOTI has jurisdiction over the Highway 

and associated interchange ramps, while District and City have jurisdiction over municipal arterial, 

collector, and local roads. Figure 2-3 shows the road classification in the Study Area. 
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Figure 2-3: Road Classification 
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The Study Area road network includes about two kilometres of Highway 1 and extends from the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge to just north of Mountain Highway. There are two full movement 

interchanges in this section of Highway 1 (Main Street / Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street / 

Mount Seymour Parkway) and one partial movement interchange at Mountain Highway. Throughout the 

Study Area, the highway is generally four lanes with additional lanes in specific sections serving on- and 

off- ramp travel, as well as a climbing lane in the northbound direction. South of the Study Area, the 

highway is six lanes, with three lanes per direction over the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. The geometry 

of the highway network and interchanges through the Study Area is illustrated in Figure 2-4.  

The Main Street / Dollarton Highway interchange is a hybrid diamond interchange with a northbound to 

westbound loop ramp and an eastbound to southbound directional ramp (fly-over). It includes two signals 

at the east interchange terminal with a short road segment in between. This segment is intended to 

connect to a future Seymour Boulevard Connector. The Phibbs Exchange, serving buses and transit 

passengers connecting on the North Shore is located between the southbound to eastbound-westbound 

off-ramp and Highway 1. A slip ramp connects the exchange to the westbound to southbound on-ramp, 

facilitating southbound transit movements over the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. The westbound to 

southbound on-ramp has a short effective merge length of around 45 metres. This is challenging for both 

general purpose traffic and transit. The eastbound to southbound on-ramp from Main Street enters the 

Ironworkers Bridge as its own lane and continues to Vancouver. This on-ramp has a grade of +3.5%.  

The distance between the Main Street / Dollarton Highway interchange and the Keith Road / Fern Street / 

Mount Seymour Parkway Interchange is short and there are weaving issues both northbound and 

southbound between the two interchanges. The weave distance is less than 200 metres. 

The Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway interchange a modified diamond. The east 

interchange terminal is also the intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and Lynn Valley Road. The 

interchange also features an eastbound / westbound to southbound on-ramp from Fern Street. The 

existing interchange configuration and proximity to the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange does 

not meet driver expectation and the safety assessment (later in the report) indicates that driver confusion 

is a contributing factor in collisions. On the east side, drivers can access either Mount Seymour Parkway 

or Lillooet Road.  These roads are the east and north legs of the east interchange terminal, with highway 

off-ramps forming the west and south legs. Traffic from the first northbound off-ramp at this interchange 

must turn right on to Mount Seymour Parkway.  Changing into the through or left-turn lanes is prohibited. 

The second northbound off-ramp is used to access Lillooet Road or to cross over the highway on the 

Fern Street structure. There is a northbound on-ramp from Mount Seymour Parkway to Highway 1. The 

west interchange terminal is on Fern Street with a southbound off-ramp connecting to an intersection with 

Fern Street and the eastbound-westbound to southbound on-ramp. Currently, traffic travelling west to the 

City of North Vancouver must take Fern Street, turn right on Mountain Highway, and then connect to 

Keith Road. A recently approved development application will change the geometry and operations of the 

west interchange terminal and connectivity to Keith Road by joining Keith Road directly with the Fern 

Street structure.  
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Figure 2-4: Lane Configuration and Intersection Controls 
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The Mountain Highway interchange consists of a northbound off-ramp only with an overpass of the 

highway. The northbound off-ramp has a maximum grade of 15% which terminates with an unsignalized 

intersection at a grade of 8.3%. 

The District’s Road Network Strategy includes some key proposed improvements for the Study Area. 

These include an east-west service road immediately north of Highway 1 to connect Mount Seymour 

Parkway with Mountain Highway. Improvements to Keith Road and the replacement and / or upgrade of 

the Keith Road Bridge over Lynn Creek are also included in the District’s plans.  

 

Historical data collected at the permanent count stations along the highway indicate that daily traffic on 

the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge is actually decreasing over time, as shown in Figure 2-5. The compound 

annual growth rate for bridge traffic1 is -0.3%, showing a small reduction in bridge traffic each year. The 

pattern from 2002 to 2011 reflects a traffic trend that has been seen across the Lower Mainland: the 

number of vehicle trips per person has been decreasing over time. The data also shows the effect of the 

economic ‘boom’ in 2006, followed by the 2008 recession.   

 

Figure 2-5: Historic Annual Average Daily Traffic on Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (2-way) (2002 - 

2011) 

  

                                                      

1 Based on the start and end values of the trend line. 
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Throughout the year, daily traffic volumes on the bridge increase in the summer months and decrease in 

the winter, as illustrated in Figure 2-6. Traffic levels increase through the week and show that Thursday 

and Friday have the highest traffic volumes. Traffic volumes on the bridge during the weekend are 15% to 

25% lower than weekday volumes. The average daily traffic volumes for each day are illustrated in Figure 

2-7. 

 

Figure 2-6: Average Weekend and Weekday Traffic by Month - Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (2011) 

 

Figure 2-7: Annual Average Daily Traffic by Weekday - Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (2011) 
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Over the past five years daily traffic has remained relatively unchanged.  Figure 2-8 illustrates the overall 

two-way traffic volumes by hour in 2011 and 2005. The two patterns are very similar, with 2005 having 

slightly higher hourly traffic volumes throughout the day.  

 

Figure 2-8: Annual Average Traffic by Hour on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (2005, 2011) 

 

Figure 2-9 provides more information about two directional traffic volumes on Highway 1 throughout the 

day across the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. As expected, weekday traffic patterns display two obvious 

peaks: a morning peak between 07:00 and 09:00 and a longer afternoon peak between 15:00 and 18:00. 

 During the peak morning and afternoon hours, northbound and southbound traffic are generally 

consistent, ranging from 4,300 to 5,000 vehicles per hour. 

 In this regard, the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge serves approximately 1,450 to almost 1,650 

vehicles per lane. Considering the grades on either side of the bridge and mixture of heavy 

vehicles, the volume on the bride is approaching the theoretical capacity. 

 Although improvements may be made to the Lower Lynn interchanges to address safety issues 

described later in the report, and to the local area network to enhance mobility on the North 

Shore, the capacity of the bridge is constrained and not likely to increase significantly without 

widening.  
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Figure 2-9: Annual Average Traffic by Hour on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (2011) 

Morning and afternoon peak hour traffic volumes on the highway and interchange ramps are illustrated in 

Figure 2-10. Traffic volumes on the highway are balanced throughout the day and range from around 

3,200 vehicles per hour northbound north of Mountain Highway to 5,200 vehicles per hour northbound 

before the Main Street / Dollarton Highway interchange. Afternoon peak hour volumes are slightly higher 

than morning peak hour volumes. Ramp volumes vary significantly throughout the area. Some ramps 

accommodate a large amount of traffic. The northbound to westbound single lane loop ramp from 

Highway 1 to Main Street has around 1,200 vehicles in the morning peak hour and almost 1,400 vehicles 

in the afternoon peak hour. In comparison, only around 200 vehicles use the southbound Highway 1 to 

westbound Main Street ramp in the morning peak period, with even fewer vehicles using this ramp in the 

afternoon peak period. 



This page left blank intentionally.
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Figure 2-10: Existing Morning and Afternoon Peak Hour Traffic Volumes (2012) 



This page left blank intentionally.
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As previously described, Highway 1 carries between 3,250 and 5,350 vehicles per direction per hour 

during peak hours. There are a number of challenges to highway operating conditions, including 

operations on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge, the effect of incidents on operations, and merge, diverge, 

and weaving sections through the Study Area. These operating conditions are described below. 

The Ironworkers Memorial Bridge has six lanes: three per direction. These lanes have a grade of around 

4% southbound, resulting in reduced capacity for southbound traffic. The challenges presented by the 

grade are further exacerbated by the high volume of trucks along this route: the daily truck volumes are 

around 7%. The bridge is nearing its capacity and there are no plans to expand or replace the existing 

bridge. 

There are a number of locations on the highway with operational challenges due to short merge lanes 

and short weave segments with heavy volumes. These sections are identified in Figure 2-11. Highway 

Capacity Software (HCS) was used to analyze the level of service (LOS) for each of these segments 

under existing peak hour volume conditions. The existing operations at each section are summarized in 

Table 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-11: Highway Operations Merge and Weave Sections 
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Table 2-1: AM (PM) Merge and Weave LOS – Existing Highway Operations 

Section* Direction Existing Base 

Weave A Northbound E(E) 

Merge B Northbound D(F) 

Weave C Southbound E(E) 

Merge G Southbound D(D) 

* Sections as shown in Figure 2-11. 

 

 

The Study Area intersections were analyzed based on the 2012 traffic volumes and existing intersection 

geometries. The existing geometry is referred to as the ‘base’ network throughout this study. The analysis 

used existing intersection timings from the District of North Vancouver and the MoTI, where available. 

Optimized signal timings were used for the City of North Vancouver intersections. The results of the 

analysis for morning and afternoon peak hour traffic are shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-13, 

respectively.  

These results indicate that at the intersections of Mount Seymour Parkway & Lillooet Road, Mountain 

Highway & Main Street, and Brooksbank Avenue & Cotton Drive experience significant delays in the 

morning and afternoon peak hours with LOS ‘E’ of LOS ‘F’. Although the remaining intersections operate 

at LOS ‘D’ or better during the peak hours. Delays at key signalized intersections, as well as to and from 

the highway, are likely constraining traffic flow and movement through the area.  

Further to constraints at signalized intersections, the intersection of Mountain Highway & the northbound 

off-ramp is current stop-controlled for the ramp movement. The left turn movement from this ramp 

experiences LOS ‘F’ in both the morning and afternoon peak hours. The right turn movement from the 

ramp also experiences LOS ‘F’ in the afternoon peak hour.  
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Figure 2-12: Existing Morning Peak Hour Signalized Intersection LOS (2012) 
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Figure 2-13: Existing Afternoon Peak Hour Signalized LOS (2012) 

 

 

Traffic incidents on the highway may include collisions or other events that disrupt regular traffic flows. 

During these times, traffic queues may extend into the City and cause delays to travel through wider 

areas of the North Shore. This section discusses collisions and incidents in the Study Area road network 

and on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge.  
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MOTI recognizes that incidents impede the safe movement of people and goods and has an incident 

management strategy in place to clear incidents as quickly, safely, and effectively as possible. This multi-

agency framework is called the Motor Vehicle Incident Response Strategy Protocol. Each agency is 

charged with a specific role in the response to and management of collisions. RCMP, fire department, 

ambulance services, the MOTI of the Environment, and MOTI each have defined roles during an incident. 

The MOTI response team includes local MOTI staff, highway maintenance contractors, the Provincial 

Highway Communication Centre, and drivebc.ca.  

The MOTI team responsible for the Study Area and the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge includes an Area 

Manager and a maintenance contractor. The contractor has an operations centre at the Cassiar 

Connector. The maintenance contractor is charged with keeping traffic moving within the service area.  

When an incident occurs, it can be identified in a number of ways. The maintenance contractor has 

cameras with live monitoring of the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge and many incidents are identified using 

these cameras. When an incident occurs on the bridge, the cameras allow for very quick identification. 

Other incidents may be identified through a call to 9-1-1, a call to MOTI, or a call directly to the 

maintenance contractor. Once an incident is identified, an appropriate response is chosen: police, push 

trucks, tow trucks, fire, or ambulance may be sent to the incident. If a collision or criminal activity has 

occurred, the police must complete an investigation before the incident can be cleared. During times of 

heavy traffic, there is a push truck and operator on stand-by on either end of the bridge. These trucks can 

push a stalled vehicle off the bridge and can be mobilized instantly. Additional resources can be mobilized 

quickly for larger incidents.  

During non-peak hours, a push truck can reach an incident within minutes. A larger response can also be 

assembled very quickly. During rush hour, it can take longer to mobilize a response, with crews reaching 

an incident within 20 to 30 minutes. The time required to clear an incident depends on the seriousness of 

the incident. Stalled vehicles require a few minutes to clear, while a non-serious two car collision typically 

requires from 45 minutes to an hour to clear. Clearing a rolled-over truck can take around two hours and 

a fatality may take up to three to four hours to clear because of the required police investigation. The 

shock wave effects of these incidents on highway traffic last well beyond the clearing of incidents. 

Between April 2011 and April 2012, there were approximately 220 incidents on the Ironworkers Memorial 

Bridge and in the Study Area on Highway 1. Incidents include all instances that result in a call to the 

operations centre, including stalls, collisions and other interruptions to normal traffic flow on the bride.  

 

Between 2006 and 20102, MOTI recorded 47 collisions per year in the Study Area and around 20 

collisions per year on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. Over this time, about 40% of recorded collisions 

resulted in one or more injuries and 60% caused property damage only (PDO). None of the recorded 

collisions resulted in a fatality. Throughout the Study Area, there were almost twice as many collisions in 

the southbound (eastbound) direction as there were in the northbound (westbound) direction, and the 

collisions were not equally spread over the Study Area. Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15 show the 

                                                      

2 2010 is the last year for which full collision data was available at the time of the analysis.  
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distribution of collisions over the Study Area. The figures show that that there are a number of ‘hot spots’ 

where collisions are more common and some locations where there were few or no collisions were 

recorded. 

 

Figure 2-14: Southbound Collisions by Landmark Kilometre Inventory 
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Figure 2-15: Northbound Collisions by Landmark Kilometre Inventory 

Figure 2-16 provides more information about the top collision locations in each direction. For each 

location, the proportion of injury and property damage only collisions are shown, along with some key 

information about the type of collision and contributing factors. Following too closely, driver inattention, 

speed, and driver error / confusion are common contributing causes throughout the Study Area.  

The collision rate and collision severity index for this area are on the upper end of the normal range 

expected for a highway facility of this type. The overall collision rate is 0.56 per million vehicle kilometres 

(MVk), with a rate of 0.72 MVk southbound and 0.40 MVk northbound. The provincial average collision 

rate for this type of highway is 0.47. The average collision severity index for this type of highway is 4.58. 

The Study Area has an overall collision severity index of 4.58, with a southbound index of 4.27 and a 

northbound index of 4.81. These values show that the rate of collisions is higher in the southbound 

direction, while the severity of collisions is higher in the northbound direction.  
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Figure 2-16: Top Collision Locations  
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The Study Area is served by a number of existing bus routes and contains Phibbs Exchange, a major 

transit exchange for the North Shore. Transit frequency over the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge is five 

minutes or better in both directions during peak periods. Peak period transit frequency throughout the 

Study Area is shown in Figure 2-17. 

There are 18 transit routes that converge at Phibbs Exchange and provide transit access across the 

North Shore and into Vancouver. The transit routes approach from the south over the Ironworkers 

Memorial Bridge, from the east on Dollarton Highway, and from the west on Oxford Street. Oxford Street 

is a local road, but is used to provide more direct access to the exchange and to avoid congestion on 

Main Street. There is no left turn signal to allow eastbound buses on Main Street direct access to Phibbs 

Exchange. Within the exchange, buses have direct access to Highway 1 southbound using the short on-

ramp immediately north of Dollarton Highway. Operational and safety issues have been identified at this 

location for general purpose traffic and transit due to the short merge space with highway traffic.  
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Figure 2-17: Peak Period Transit Frequency 
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TransLink, in consultation with the North Shore municipalities, has developed the North Shore Area 

Transit Plan, which outlines the proposed vision for transit service on the North Shore. The Vision 

includes improved transit service in the Study Area, including rapid transit along Cotton Road / 

Main Street, stopping at Phibbs Exchange, and continuing over the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. 

The Vision also includes frequent transit between Phibbs Exchange and Lynn Valley, and frequent 

transit between Phibbs Exchange and Capilano University. The transit network proposed by the 

North Shore Transit Area Plan in and around the Study Area is shown in Figure 2-18. 

 

Figure 2-18: 2040 Transit Network Vision 

Further to the North Shore Area Transit Plan, TransLink is currently undertaking a planning study 

to improve Phibbs Exchange. The exchange is expected to stay in place within the horizon being 

considered by this study. The Phibbs Exchange Conceptual Design: Site Assessment Report 

identified a number of challenges for the exchange. These challenges include the accessibility of 

the exchange for pedestrians and cyclists, the ability to accommodate growth in the transit mode 

share and population on the North Shore and integrating the exchange into the existing and future 

land use context. 
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The Phibbs Exchange Conceptual Design resulted in a number of proposed concepts for the 

exchange. Key elements of the proposed concepts were: 

 Additional exchange capacity. 

 Improved transit, walking, and cycling access from Oxford Street with new signal at 

intersection of Oxford Street and southbound to eastbound / westbound off-ramp. 

 New northbound and southbound transit only lanes on southbound to eastbound / 

westbound off-ramp between Oxford Street and Main Street. 

 Transit priority from Phibbs to the eastbound to southbound on-ramp and removal of the 

existing slip ramp. 

The Ministry and TransLink worked collaboratively to develop concepts at the Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway Interchange to best address the objectives of both studies.  

 

The Study Area includes some essential links in the active transportation network, including a north 

south route along Lynn Creek. The sidewalk network throughout the Study Area is mixed, with 

narrow sidewalks on some streets and no sidewalks in parts of the industrial area. There are two 

on-street cycling facilities, a southbound shared bus and bike lane on Mountain Highway and a 

west bound shared lane on Main Street. Bicycles are permitted to use the sidewalks on the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge to cross the second narrows into North Vancouver. A number of 

barriers to walking and cycling have been identified. These include, crossing the highway, 

accessing Phibbs Exchange, crossing Lynn Creek, and cycling to and from the bridge.  

The District is planning a number of improvements in this area. A pedestrian and cycling 

connection under Highway 1 along the Mountain Highway alignment has been funded. The 

District’s Transportation Master Plan has identified the need for a crossing of Highway 1 and of 

Lynn Creek. The City’s Bicycle Master Plan includes routes along Keith Road, Brooksbank 

Avenue, and Cotton Road. 

 

This summary is a result of an assessment of technical information, past analysis, and technical 

and public stakeholder input. Highway 1 serves multiple functions. It is a critical link for Provincial 

travel, connecting to the Sea-to-Sky Highway. The highway also serves a regional function 

connecting North Shore residents and businesses to other parts of Metro Vancouver. In some 

sections, the highway is serving local travel on the North Shore where there are no local 

alternatives. The challenges within the Lower Lynn Study Area, as explored previously, are briefly 

described below and summarized in Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20.  

a. Highway Demands and Delays. Highway 1 through the Study Area and the Ironworkers 

Memorial Bridge is an essential transportation connection serving a high number of 

vehicles per day. Both the limited capacity on Highway 1 through the Study Area and 

congestion on the bridge can cause delays to vehicle traffic, transit, and goods movement. 
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Delays to traffic on Highway 1 have economic and environmental impacts. The proximity of 

interchanges with Highway 1 and their configuration through this area contributes to these 

delays. Traffic delays slow bus movements, impede goods movement and result in 

economic loss due to lost time. Delays also result in increased GHG emissions and fuel 

use.  Queues due to congestion in one location can block access to other roadways, 

causing more congestion. Vehicles travelling southbound towards the Ironworkers 

Memorial Bridge form queues that affect both the mainline freeway and surrounding 

roadways. Traffic on the Fern Street off-ramp is impeded by queues on the Highway.  The 

capacity of the Highway northbound over the Lynn Creek Bridge is not sufficient for the 

volume crossing at this point, causing additional congestion. 

As traffic volumes increase, the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge will approach capacity, 

worsening delays during peak periods. There are no plans to increase bridge capacity.  

b. East / West Connectivity. Connectivity between the east and west across Highway 1 is 

the primary concern of local resident groups, especially those on the east side of Highway 

1. This includes crossing the highway from the north to the south along Mountain Highway. 

Residents living east of Highway 1 are blocked from accessing their communities during 

times of high congestion. Buses can also be delayed by congestion, with negative impacts 

on reliability and speed. During emergency situations, ambulance, police, and fire services 

with stations west of the Highway may be blocked or delayed from accessing areas to the 

east. The highway is also a barrier for pedestrians and cyclists, who have limited safe 

crossing opportunities.  

c. Safety. The Highway through the Study Area has a slightly higher collision rate with a 

higher proportion of injuries than average for similar roads in the province. While the rate 

(collisions per million vehicle-km) is within the expected range for this type of Highway, 

southbound collisions at ‘hot spot’ locations are an issue.  Southbound traffic down the 

‘cut’ on Highway 1 can travel at high speed and sometimes conflict with a slow moving 

queue to on the approach to the bridge. Driver confusion, speed, and other issues 

contribute to collisions at the Fern Street interchange and at the Main Street / Dollarton 

Highway on-ramps. 

A number of road network locations have been identified as having safety concerns 

through District and City road safety studies. These include the intersection of 

Brooksbank Avenue and Cotton Drive, Mount Seymour Parkway between Lillooet 

Road and Riverside Drive, the intersection of the Highway 1 off-ramp and Mountain 

Highway, and the intersections of Keith Road and Mountain Highway, Fern Street and 

Mountain Highway, Main Street and Lynn Avenue, Main Street and Harbour Avenue, 

and Main Street and Mountain Highway.   

d. Interchange Configuration. The configuration of the three interchanges in the Study Area 

presents challenges. The interchanges are close together, resulting in a large number of 

driver decisions over a short area. The short merge / diverge section westbound between 

the Highway 1 and Mountain Highway interchange and the Highway 1 and Fern Street 
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interchange causes confusion and is a collision ‘hot spot’. The northbound approach to the 

intersection of Fern Street and Mount Seymour Parkway causes confusion and requires 

drivers to make a number of decisions in a short distance. There is a solid white line 

separating vehicles travelling eastbound on Fern Street from vehicles travelling 

northbound from the Highway 1 off-ramp towards Mount Seymour Parkway. Drivers cross 

this solid line resulting in safety concerns.  The southbound on-ramp from Dollarton 

Highway to Highway 1 has no merge distance. This location is one of the collision ‘hot 

spots’ and has a higher percentage of injuries than other locations. The northbound and 

southbound weave distances between the Fern Street and Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

interchanges are short, causing confusion, congestion, and safety concerns. The 

southbound Main Street on-ramp has a short merge section where two lanes on Main 

Street become a one on-ramp.  

Future changes to the interchange configuration will change traffic patterns in locations 

outside of the Study Area. These outside impacts are an important concern for the 

community. 

e. Congestion Resulting from Incidents. Incidents may include collisions, stalls, and other 

events that cause traffic to slow or result in lanes being closed. Incidents on Highway 1 in 

the Study Area and incidents on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge can both cause 

congestion in the Study Area. Because the road network in the Study Area is operating 

close to capacity, incidents during peak times can cause high levels of congestion, with 

traffic queues extending onto the local road network where there are few alternatives. This 

delays transit, highway traffic, municipal traffic, goods movement traffic, and blocks east-

west travel. If incidents are not detected, responded to, and addressed quickly, vehicle 

queues and delays compound. Closing a lane on the bridge for an incident causes 

congestion throughout the North Shore.  
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f. Municipal Road Connectivity and Function. There is a lack of east-west connectivity in 

the Study Area; with no east-west municipal roads alternatives to the highway and highway 

interchanges, all North Shore traffic in the Study Area must use the highway to travel from 

east to west. This lack of connectivity means that there is no network redundancy and all 

travellers are affected by congestion on and around Highway 1. A lack of east-west 

municipal road connectivity affects private vehicles, transit, trucks, cyclists, and 

pedestrians. East-west municipal road connectivity is limited both across the highway and 

over Lynn Creek. Lynn Valley residents depend on services located in Lower Lynn 

therefore, reliable access to the Lower Lynn area is important to these residents. Mountain 

Highway currently provides this access. Currently, Mountain Highway has poor route 

continuity north-south between Keith Road and Mount Seymour Parkway. There is a short 

weave section on Fern Street eastbound between the northbound off-ramp and Lillooet 

Road. There is another short weave section on Mount Seymour Parkway between Fern 

Street / Lillooet Road and Old Lillooet Road. There are a number of locations where 

residents’ driveways that are accessed on arterial roads are blocked by queues. There is 

no north-south connectivity between Mount Seymour Parkway and Dollarton Highway 

between Highway 1 and the Seymour River. 

Impacts of congestion within the Highway 1 corridor extend throughout the municipal road 

network in the Study Area and beyond. Highway congestion causes congestion on 

arterial roadways and creates a barrier to east-west travel. This congestion can also 

block driveways on arterial roadways. Drivers throughout the North Shore try to avoid 

highway queues by travelling on the local road network. This is especially problematic 

on Mountain Highway, which drivers use to access the bridge via the Main Street / 

Highway 1 southbound on-ramp. This causes additional congestion and unnecessary 

travel on the local road network as drivers circle to find the ‘quickest’ route. As the Lower 

Lynn Town Centre develops, these travel patterns may conflict with the vision for a  livable 

Town Centre with increased density.  

Changes to the interchange configuration will change traffic patterns and congestion on 

municipal roadways within and beyond the Study Area. Incidents on Highway 1 increase 

congestion on District and City roads, increasing other problems.  
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g. Transit Access, Reliability and Speed. Highway 1 and interchange ramps provide 

connectivity for buses. All north-south and east-west transit service must travel through the 

highway and highway interchanges with other traffic. Congestion in the Study Area also 

affects buses, which can be delayed. These delays compromise transit speed and 

reliability and limit the opportunity to increase mobility through enhanced transit. Queues 

on Cotton Road / Main Street affect eastbound buses and delay service. Westbound buses 

coming from Mount Seymour Parkway via Mountain Highway are delayed by Highway 1 

queues on Mount Seymour Parkway. Travelling east-west across the North Shore requires 

a transfer at Phibbs Exchange, which increases travel time and inconveniences travellers. 

Conflicts between buses and private vehicles at the merge priority to the on-ramp from the 

exchange to access southbound Highway 1 is a concern for TransLink. 

Transit will become increasingly important as the population on the North Shore grows 

and more people choose alternative modes of travel. In the future Main Street and the 

access to Ironworkers Memorial Bridge will need to accommodate Rapid Bus Service. 

Access to Phibbs Exchange is also an issue. Buses must use Oxford Street to access the 

exchange because there is no direct access for eastbound buses into Phibbs Exchange. 

Pedestrians and cyclists access between Oxford Street and Phibbs exchange are also an 

issue. Vehicle accessibility to drop off passengers is a challenge, as is park-and-ride 

availability. Phibbs Exchange also has limited bus capacity in the current configuration. 

TransLink is planning to enhance Phibbs Exchange and it will continue to be an 

important transfer point.   

h. Local Pedestrian / Cycling Connectivity. Local pedestrian and cycling connectivity is 

poor in some Study Area locations because of limited infrastructure and barriers to travel. 

Cotton Avenue / Main Street within the Study Area are busy, and both the District and the 

City have identified the area around the Lynn Creek Bridge on Cotton Avenue / Main 

Street as an issue. The Lynn Creek Bridge on Keith Road does not provide good 

pedestrian and cycling connectivity. The lack of pedestrian and cycling connections over 

Lynn Creek and Seymour Creek have been identified as issues. There is potential to 

improve north-south pedestrian and cycling connectivity and user experience both east 

and west of the highway. The northbound to eastbound off-ramp and eastbound to 

southbound on-ramp between Main Street / Dollarton Highway and Highway 1 are a 

barrier for pedestrian and cyclist access to Phibbs Exchange. The southbound ramp from 

Highway 1 to Main Street divides the Lower Lynn community from Phibbs Exchange. The 

highway also acts as a barrier for east-west travel by pedestrians and cyclists and 

connectivity through the interchange system has been identified as an issue. Both the 

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway Interchange and the Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway Interchange have discontinuous east-west cycling networks with no 

clear transitions for cyclists travelling across highway ramps.   

i. Goods Movement. Effective truck access from the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge to the 

Port and to local industry is important to the local economy and livability. Trucks on Main 

Street conflict with pedestrians and Main Street has limited capacity and space to meet 

multi-modal needs on the corridor. Trucks from local industry carry dangerous goods 

between industrial sites and the highway. Delays to trucks have negative economic 
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impacts, including lost time, poor reliability, and impacts to just-in-time delivery. There is 

concern that slower moving trucks increase congestion and negatively affect safety on the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge.  

j. Impacts of Local Growth. Population and employment on the North Shore are expected 

to grow, with some development taking place in or near the Study Area. Development will 

result in some increase to local traffic and traffic using Highway 1, which may increase 

congestion. There are no finalized plans or timelines for development of Squamish Nation 

Land inside the Study Area, causing some uncertainty around development impacts.  

k. Impacts on Local Growth and Community Livability. The recommendations of this 

project will have significant impacts on the footprint of future development in the District 

and on the location of and improvements to local roads. The District is planning for 

developing in Seylynn and throughout the Lower Lynn area. In some locations, right-of-

way for the road network (existing and future) will influence the footprint of development. 

Lack of certainty around short-, medium-, and long-term plans can affect development and 

municipal road network plans. Capilano University is a key local destination and continued 

effective access to the University is important. The aesthetics of new infrastructure and 

noise levels during and after construction are a community concern. Changes to 

infrastructure must consider environmentally sensitive areas, such as the Seymour River 

and Lynn Creek areas, as well as areas with archaeological potential. 
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Figure 2-19: Summary of Key Issues (north) 
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Figure 2-20: Summary of Key Issues (south) 

 

 

Future Base Conditions for the 2031 horizon year were used as the planning horizon to evaluate a 

do nothing scenario and to compare with improvement options for the highway and local area 

network within the Lower Lynn Valley Area. Section 4 summarizes how the proposed packages of 

options compare to the forecast base conditions. 

The forecast was developed by applying compound annual growth rates to existing traffic volumes. 

The EMME Regional Travel Demand Model (EMME) was used to identify growth rates for the 

morning and afternoon peak hours. The model includes an increase in traffic volumes at the 

external gateway to the north to account for growth in communities north of the Lower Mainland on 

Highway 99 – approximately 1.5% per year for the peak periods. For the morning peak period, the 

EMME model indicated that northbound traffic on the highway is expected to grow faster than 

southbound traffic. This is consistent with constrained capacity conditions on the Ironworkers 
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Memorial Bridge and is supported by expected land use changes. The forecast used compound 

annual growth rates of 0.8% for northbound highway traffic and 0.4% for southbound highway 

traffic. Municipal road traffic through the Study Area is projected to grow at a rate of 0.6% per year 

based on forecast land uses. In the afternoon peak hour, highway traffic is forecast to grow at a 

rate of 0.5% per year for both northbound and southbound highway traffic. Traffic growth on the 

municipal road network is expected to grow at a rate of 0.7% per year. Morning and afternoon peak 

hour traffic volumes were balanced to ensure consistency across the network. The final volumes 

are shown in Figure 2-21.  

Both highway and intersection operations were analyzed for the base forecast. This analysis 

assumed that the existing network is in place in the future, with no changes to highway or 

municipal infrastructure. For the intersection operations analysis, no geometric changes were 

identified; however, it was assumed that signal cycle length and splits could be optimized with 

changes in traffic volumes. Overall, without improvement to the road network, all performance 

measures are expected to worsen over time. The results of this analysis are shown in comparison 

to the improved network options as part of the Option Evaluation in Section 4. 
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Figure 2-21: Forecast Morning and Afternoon Peak Hour Traffic Volumes (2031) 
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The two preferred packages of options generated from this study evolved through a comprehensive 

concept development process with extensive engagement of the Community Working Group, as well as 

agency stakeholders. More than 50 individual improvements and changes across the Study Area were 

identified and investigated. These ranged from complete redesign of interchanges, to small operational 

changes on individual ramps. These preliminary ideas evolved into more detailed concepts for screening 

purposes. The concepts that were retained through the screening phase were further developed and 

combined for two preferred packages of improvement concepts for the Lower Lynn Study Area network 

and Highway 1 corridor: Package A and Package B.  

 

All agency and public stakeholders were invited to identify a broad range of potential ideas to address the 

issues and concerns in the study area. Stakeholders were invited to brainstorm, sketch, and share 

potential solutions. Each of these ideas was documented for further consideration. The preliminary ideas 

were vetted to determine if they addressed the key issues and concerns identified in Section 2.0. Ideas 

that were determined to be plausible and to present opportunity for improvement were further developed 

by the study team and agency stakeholders. The outcome of this process was a list of improvement 

concepts at each interchange location that could be assessed in greater detail.  

The resulting concepts were screened for feasibility at a high level. The concepts determined to be 

potentially feasible were retained. Concepts that were found to have poor or very poor performance in 

one or more criteria were screened out from further consideration. The screening criteria are described 

below.  

 

After the preliminary ideas had been reviewed and vetted, they were further developed into conceptual 

level designs to confirm general layout and geometric feasibility. These concepts were then reviewed 

using a system of screening criteria. The criteria were assessed through both technical review and 

discussion with stakeholders. A high level geometric review identified concepts that were not 

geometrically feasible due to grade, space, or other constraints. The project team identified concepts that 

were likely to be difficult or unreasonably expensive to construct. Agency stakeholder identified other 

challenges, including property impacts that might delay or preclude the development of that option. 

Positive and negative effects on the operation and safety of the highway and municipal networks were 

also considered, along with the potential benefit or impact on alternative modes of transportation. Once 

the assessment was complete, the results were discussed, at length, with the community working group 

and agency stakeholders. Feedback from these groups was taken under consideration in the final 

refinement of the concepts.  
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The screening criteria are described in more detail below: 

 Highway safety & mobility: Is the concept expected to improve the operation and safety of 

traffic on the highway? Items considered include: 

o Conflicts; 

o Merge, diverge, and weave distances; 

o Ramp spacing; and 

o Highway travel time. 

 Municipal mobility & connectivity: Does the concept improve operations and connectivity for 

travellers within the municipality? Items considered include: 

o East-west connectivity; 

o Highway / municipal traffic separation; 

o Local road congestion; and 

o Municipal road connectivity / operations. 

 Property impacts: Does the option require a large amount of property outside of the right-of-

way. Does it require property that is intended for other purposes or that might be difficult or costly 

to obtain? Does it require property from the Squamish Nation that is unlikely to become 

available? 

 Geometric feasibility & constructability: Is it possible to construct the concept in a way that 

meets standards for highways in BC and with a relative cost that would be expected for the size 

and scope of the project? Items considered include: 

o Ramp grades; 

o Design speed; 

o Constructability; and 

o Relative cost. 

 Alternative modes: How does the concept directly or indirectly effect alternative modes? Does it 

have a positive or negative impact on access, connectivity, and / or safety for alternative modes? 

Items considered include: 

o Effects on Phibbs Exchange; 

o Bicycle / pedestrian potential; and 

o Transit priority potential. 

In combination, these screening criteria reflect the objectives for the project, as well as the key issues, 

challenges, and opportunities identified by public and agency stakeholders. They reflect the values, 

priorities, and objectives of a broad range of stakeholders, as well as the technical constraints and 

considerations facing a project of this magnitude. This method was an effective way to assess concepts 

because it directly reflected the range of interests and project needs. 

A five level rating system was used: very good, good, neutral / mixed good & bad, poor, and very poor. 

Concepts that strongly supported the objectives of the project or addressed one of the key issues were 

given a ‘very good’ or ‘good’ rating in for the appropriate criteria. Concepts that received a ‘poor’ or ‘very 

poor’ rating in any of these criteria are unlikely to receive broad support from all stakeholder groups and 

therefore are unlikely to result in a successful and broadly supported final option. Because of this, 

concepts that received a ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’ rating in any of the criteria were screened out from further 

analysis.  
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As described in Section 2, the improvements at the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange were 

intended to address a number of issues, including: 

 Short merge distance from the eastbound to southbound on-ramp to Highway 1. 

 Short northbound and southbound weave distance between the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

Interchange and the Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway Interchange. 

 Maintaining industrial access to the southbound highway. 

 Poor pedestrian and cycling connectivity to Phibbs Exchange. 

 Accommodating planned rapid bus service on Main Street and on the approach to Phibbs 

Exchange. 

 Capacity and transit bus access to Phibbs Exchange. 

 Effects of Highway queuing on municipal roads due to incidents occurring south of the Study 

Area.  

Many ideas were identified through past studies, by the community working group, by the agency 

stakeholders, and by the study team. As discussed previously, conceptual layouts of these ideas were 

developed to assess feasibility and reviewed to determine if they aligned with the studies goals and 

objectives. Concepts with ‘fatal flaws’ were removed from further consideration. Following this initial 

review, nine concepts were retained for further development and screening. Each of these concepts is 

described in Appendix B.   

The concept screening process identified two concepts to be retained for further development and 

consideration in the final options. The rating of each concept for each criterion is summarized in Table 

3-1. The concepts that have been retained are identified in the final column and highlighted in bold. The 

retained concepts are described in more detail below. 
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Table 3-1: Main Street / Dollarton Highway Concept Screening Summary 
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Screen out 

#1 Extend On-Ramp      Retain 

#2 Reduce Conflicts      Screen out 

#3 Southern Bypass      Screen out 

#4 Separate Municipal and Interchange Traffic      Screen out 

#5 Consolidate Southbound Ramps       Screen out 

#6 Modified Pinavia      Screen out 

#7 Modified Ramp System      Screen out 

#8 Diamond Interchange      Screen out 

#9 Partial Diamond      Retain 

 

Legend: 
  Very good 
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  Poor
  Very Poor 
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #1 – Extend On-Ramp  

This concept features a new westbound to southbound on-ramp with a longer merge distance on 

Highway 1. The northbound on-ramp is closed to accommodate the new flyover. The southbound left 

turn at Mountain Highway is prohibited to reduce delay at that intersection and discourage short-cutting 

through Lower Lynn. Shortcutting traffic currently uses Mountain Highway to reach southbound 

Highway 1 via Main Street instead of accessing the highway at the Fern Street on-ramp.   

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

lengthening southbound merge and eliminating 

northbound weave between Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street 

/ Mount Seymour Parkway.  

 Has a neutral effect on municipal mobility. The 

left turn prohibition is expected to reduce delay 

at the intersection and discourage shortcutting, 

but it also restricts access to the Lower Lynn 

Town Centre. 

 Is geometrically feasible with no fatal flaws 

with regard to grades or geometric 

requirements.  

 No new property required and change to 

southbound on-ramp may make some additional 

property available for Phibbs Exchange.  

Main Street / Dollarton Highway #9 – Partial Diamond 

This partial diamond closes the existing westbound to southbound on-ramp and reroutes this traffic to 

a left turn at the west interchange terminal. The northbound on-ramp can be realigned to lengthen the 

northbound weave distance.  

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the short westbound to southbound 

merge and lengthening the northbound weave 

between this interchange and the Keith Road / 

Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

interchange.  

 Benefits alternative modes by improving transit 

access to Highway 1 through the integration of a 

new southbound bus access from Phibbs 

Exchange via the west interchange terminal. 

 Is geometrically feasible, does not require new 

structures and limits the amount of new 

infrastructure.  
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As described in Section 2, the improvements at the Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

Interchange were intended to address a number of issues, including: 

 Short northbound and southbound weave distance between the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

Interchange and the Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway Interchange. 

 Inconsistency with driver expectation and high level of driver confusion, resulting in safety 

challenges.  

 Illegal northbound weaving maneuvers between northbound off-ramp and intersection of Mount 

Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road.  

 Transit speed and reliability along Mount Seymour Parkway and Fern Street. 

 Queuing from Fern Street on-ramp. 

 Poor connectivity for cyclists and pedestrians, including safety challenges for cyclists crossing 

over Highway 1 on Fern Street.  

Many ideas were identified through past studies, by the community working group, by the agency 

stakeholders, and by the study team. As discussed previously, these ideas were reviewed to determine if 

they aligned with the studies goals and objectives. Those with ‘fatal flaws’ were removed from further 

consideration. Following this initial review, nine concepts were retained for further development and 

screening. Each of these concepts is described in Appendix B  

The concept screening process identified five concepts to be retained for further development and 

consideration in the final options. The rating of each concept for each criterion is summarized in Table 

3-1. Concepts that have been retained are identified in the final column and highlighted in bold. The 

retained concepts are described in more detail below. 
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Table 3-2: Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway Concept Screening Summary 
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#1 Keith / Fern Realignment & Ramp Consolidation      Screen out 

#2 Keith – Mount Seymour Connector      Screen out 

#3 Consolidate Northbound Off-ramps      Retain 

#4 Fern / Mount Seymour Right Turn Lane Barrier      Retain 

#5 Single Point Diamond       Screen out 

#6 Modified Keith – Mount Seymour Connector      Retain 

#7 Keith – Mount Seymour Underpass      Screen out 

#8 Keith – Mount Seymour Overpass       Retain 

#9 Mountain Highway – Mount Seymour Northern 
Connection 

     Retain 

 

Legend: 
  Very good 
  Good
  Neutral
  Poor
  Very Poor 
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #3 – Consolidate Northbound Off-Ramps 

This concept closes the first of two northbound off-ramps and consolidates all northbound traffic 

leaving the highway to a single exit via the west leg of the intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and 

Lillooet Road.  

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

reducing the number of northbound off-ramps 

and increasing the northbound weave distance 

between this interchange and Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway. It removes the potential for 

illegal weaving manoeuvers between the 

highway off-ramp and the intersection of Mount 

Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road. 

 Easy and inexpensive to construct because it 

requires no new structures or roadways. May 

require improvements to the intersection of 

Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road. 

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #4 – Fern / Mount Seymour Right Turn Lane 

Barrier 

This concept installs a barrier between the two northbound right turn lanes at the intersection of Mount 

Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road. This concept is not to be applied in combination with Concept #3. 

 

 Easy and inexpensive to construct because it 

requires no new structures or roadways.  

 Expected to improve operations at the 

intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and 

Lillooet Road, with benefits to municipal 

mobility & connectivity.  

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

reducing the number of conflicts due to illegal 

manoeuvers on the first northbound off-ramp. 
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #6 – Modified Keith – Mount Seymour 

Connector 

This concept is a new connection between Mountain Highway and the Fern Street Bridge. The existing 

Fern Street connection is closed; access to the ramps is maintained via the new Keith Road extension. 

This concept aligns with the approved changes due to redevelopment of the land between Mountain 

Highway, Fern Street, and Highway 1.  

 

 Provides a more direct connection between 

Keith Road and Mount Seymour Parkway, 

improving east-west connectivity and municipal 

mobility & connectivity.  

 Is relatively inexpensive to construct and 

requires no new structures.  

 Allows for approved development to take place 

as planned without introducing new property 

constraints.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #8 – Keith – Mount Seymour Overpass 

This concept is similar to a component of Concept #2. Mount Seymour Parkway is connected to Keith 

Road via a new structure over Highway 1. The intersection of Mountain Highway and Keith Road is 

closed to allow Mountain Highway to stay at-grade. The northbound on-ramp is reconfigured to allow 

for the new structure.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

with a new east-west connection that is separate 

from highway traffic.  

 Reasonable grades and the ability to adjust the 

alignment to reduce the bridge length result in 

an option that is geometrically feasible.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #9 –Mountain Highway – Mount Seymour 

Northern Connection 

New connection between Mount Seymour Parkway and Mountain Highway, as proposed in the 

District’s Transportation Plan. On the west side the new connection meets Mountain Highway at 

Arborlynn Drive requiring reconfiguration of that intersection from a skewed three-leg intersection into a 

standard four-leg intersection.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

with a new east-west connection that is separate 

from highway traffic. Aligns with the District’s 

transportation plan.  

 Neutral for geometric feasibility. The 

connection is feasible, but grades are higher 

than desirable in some locations and 

construction is expected to have a high cost 

relative to some other options.  

 

 

As described in Section 2, the improvements at the Mountain Highway Interchange were intended to 

address a number of issues, including: 

 Operations and safety of the northbound off-ramp due to steep grades. 

 Operations at the unsignalized north interchange terminal. 

 Poor route connectivity on Mountain Highway. 

 Limited connectivity for cyclists and pedestrians across Highway 1. 

Further to these issues, concepts at Mountain Highway also worked towards providing a full movement 

interchange at this location. Providing more movements at Mountain Highway balances access and can 

allow for fewer movements at Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway. Changing these two 

interchange in combination can effectively increase interchange spacing and simplify highway 

movements across the Study Area.  

Many ideas were identified through past studies, by the community working group, by the agency 

stakeholders, and by the study team. As discussed previously, these ideas were reviewed to determine if 

they aligned with the studies goals and objectives. Those with ‘fatal flaws’ were removed from further 

consideration. Following this initial review, four concepts were retained for further development and 

screening. Each of these concepts is described in Appendix B.  
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The concept screening process identified one concept to be retained for further development and 

consideration in the final options. The rating of each concept for each criterion is summarized in Table 

3-3. The concept that has been retained is identified in the final column and highlighted in bold. The 

retained concept is described in more detail below. 

Table 3-3: Mountain Highway Concept Screening Summary 
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#1 Southbound to / from Brooksbank Avenue      Screen out 

#2 Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue Diamond      Screen out 

#3 Brooksbank Avenue Diamond      Screen out 

#4 Mountain Highway Partial Diamond      Retain 

 

Legend: 
  Very good 
  Good
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  Poor
  Very Poor 
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Mountain Highway #4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond 

This concept provides a southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue and a southbound on-ramp from 

Mountain Highway. The concept requires a new structure at Mountain Highway and alternative access 

for the homes along 8th Street.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

by increasing access between Upper Lynn and 

Lower Lynn and southbound Highway 1. 

 

 

As noted previously, the Mountain Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

interchange can act as a system, improving overall operations for the highway and municipal road 

network by opening ramps in some locations and closing them in others. Because of these relationships, 

two concepts were developed that work together to address the issues identified across the northern 

portion of the Study Area. These issues have been identified in earlier sections. The two concepts are 

described in Appendix B.  

The concept screening process confirmed that both concepts should be retained for further development 

and consideration in the final options. The rating of each concept for each criterion is summarized in 

Table 3-4. The two concepts are described in more detail below. 
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Table 3-4: Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway Concept Screening Summary 
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Screen out 

#1 Mountain Highway Interchange and Keith Road 
/ Fern Street Connector 

     Retain 

#2 Brooksbank Avenue Interchange and Keith 
Road / Fern Street Connector 

     Retain 

 

Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #1 – Mountain Highway Interchange and  

Keith Road / Fern Street Connector 

This concept combines Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #3 – Consolidate 

Northbound off-ramps with Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #6 – Modified Keith – 

Mount Seymour Connector and Mountain Highway #4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond.  

 

 Provides all of the benefits to highway safety & 

mobility, municipal mobility & connectivity, 

geometric feasibility & constructability, and 

property impacts as its component pieces.  

 Provides additional benefits to highway safety 

& mobility because the southbound off-ramp to 

Brooksbank Avenue allows the existing 

southbound off-ramp at Fern Street to be 

closed, increasing interchange spacing and 

improving operations.  

Legend: 
  Very good 
  Good
  Neutral
  Poor
  Very Poor 
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Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #2 – Brooksbank Interchange and  

Keith Road / Fern Street Connector 

This concept maintains the same components as Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #1, 

adding a variation to the Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue interchange. This option connects 

Mountain Highway to Brooksbank Avenue with a realigned crossing of Highway 1. The intersection of 

Brooksbank Avenue and Keith Road is shown as a roundabout to facilitate southbound travel from 

Mountain Highway to southbound Highway 1. 

 

 Provides all of the benefits to highway safety & 

mobility, municipal mobility & connectivity, 

geometric feasibility & constructability, and 

property impacts as its component pieces.  

 Provides additional benefits to highway safety 

& mobility because the southbound off-ramp to 

Brooksbank Avenue allows the existing 

southbound off-ramp at Fern Street to be 

closed, increasing interchange spacing and 

improving operations. 

 Provides additional benefits to municipal 

mobility & connectivity through the improved 

connection with Brooksbank Avenue. Traffic 

travelling south can proceed directly through the 

intersection of Brooksbank Avenue and Keith 

Road without having to turn left or right to reach 

a continuous north-south roadway.  

 

 

Those concepts that were retained through the screening process were refined and combined into 

packages of options. The packages allow for individual changes to the network to work together to create 

an overall option with benefits that aligned with the goals of the community and agencies. In some 

instances, concepts are expected to bring more value when applied in combination: i.e. impacts to 

mobility from a ramp closure in one location may be mitigated by the introduction of a new ramp 

elsewhere. In other cases, some features may be interchangeable between the two options. The 

concepts documented above were also combined with other committed or planned projects and 

connections to understand how the complete network would work together across the study area.  

Two overall network options were developed: Package A and Package B. Conceptual drawings for these 

options are included in Appendix C. These options were reviewed with the community working group, 

including both representatives from the public and from the District of North Vancouver staff as well as 

District Council. During the option development process, the combined concepts underwent more detailed 

review.  This review includes traffic forecasting, operational analysis, and additional design. The study 

team also engaged in discussions with agency stakeholders, leading to improvements and revisions to 
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each option in order to mitigate impacts and better align with other ongoing projects. This review and 

adjustment included consideration of the planned improvements to Phibbs Exchange, being studied by 

TransLink. As the analysis moved forward, each option was refined to reflect the findings of the analysis 

and the input of agency stakeholders; because of this refinement, the retained concepts may not be 

immediately apparent in the final design. The assessment of each option is described in more detail later 

in the report, but it is important to note that analysis was ongoing and informed the final form of each 

option. 

This section describes the features of each option. It also identifies the combination of existing issues, 

challenges, goals, and objectives addressed by the said option. The traffic forecasts and operational 

analysis for each Package Are described later in this section, while a more complete evaluation of 

benefits, impacts, and costs, is included in the Option Evaluation section, later in the report. 

Neither option considered providing additional through lanes on Highway 1. The Highway 1 bridge over 

Lynn Creek constrains the highway to two lanes per location at the crossing. Based on information from 

MoTI, this bridge may need to be replaced in the next 15 years. If this bridge is replaced, consideration 

may be given to increasing mainline highway capacity by adding a third northbound lane. This 

replacement and additional capacity could be combined with other elements of Options A and B, such as 

the Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector or the potential for additional highway capacity under 

Mountain Highway due to replacement of that structure.  

Neither package makes specific accommodation for rapid transit on Main Street / Dollarton Highway. 

Provisions for rapid transit on the approaches to the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge will depend on the 

configuration of rapid transit to the east and west of the Study Area. This is similar to the approach used 

for the Lions Gate Bridge transit priority improvements that were based on the results of a corridor transit 

priority study prepared by Urban Systems for TransLink. Once complete, additional transit priority 

concepts could be incorporated to provide enhanced access / egress to the Phibbs Exchange.  

 

Package A combines key improvements to all three interchanges: Main Street, Keith Road / Fern Street 

/Mount Seymour Parkway, and Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue. It also includes improvements 

from the District of North Vancouver’s Transportation Plan and supports TransLink’s Plan for Phibbs 

Exchange. This package focuses on reducing interchange density and providing increased access, while 

minimizing the number and size of new bridge structures required and limiting environmental impacts. 

Key concepts integrated into this option include:  

 Main Street / Dollarton Highway #9 – Partial Diamond 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #3 – Consolidate North bound Off-ramps 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #6 – Modified Keith – Mount Seymour Connector (Per plans by 

developer. Final design and construction under the purview of the District of North Vancouver) 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #9 – Mountain Highway – Mount Seymour Northern Connection 

(Proposed alignment shown. Alternative alignments may be prepared by District of North 

Vancouver. Final design and construction under the purview of the District of North Vancouver) 

 Mountain Highway # 4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond 

 Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #1 – Mountain Highway Interchange and Keith Road / 

Fern Street Connector (For Keith Road Bridge and Modified Keith – Mount Seymour Connector 
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portions of this concept: final design and construction under the purview of the District of North 

Vancouver) 

 Seymour Boulevard Connector (Proposed alignment shown. Alternative alignments may be 

prepared by the District of North Vancouver and Squamish Nation. Final design and construction 

under the purview of the Squamish Nation and the District of North Vancouver) 

 Access to Expanded Phibbs Exchange via new signalized intersection at Oxford (Final design 

and construction under the purview of TransLink and District of North Vancouver) 

The key features of Package A are illustrated in Figure 3-1. The full description of these features is 

summarized in two parts: interchange features and surrounding network & facility features.  
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Figure 3-1: Package A Features 
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Interchange Features 

Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange. This interchange contributed to some of the more significant 

safety and operational challenges noted in the context assessment.  

 The northbound on-ramp from Main Street to Highway 1 has been removed, eliminating the 

weave on Highway 1 between the Main Street / Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street / 

Mount Seymour interchanges.  

 The westbound to southbound fly-over has also been removed, eliminating the short merge 

section that caused safety and operational challenges at this interchange.  

 The westbound to southbound movement is accommodated through a reconfigured west 

interchange terminal on Main Street. Westbound to southbound vehicles can turn left at this 

interchange terminal to access the southbound on-ramp. Dual westbound lefts accommodate the 

high traffic volumes at this intersection. The intersection geometrics were determined using a 

semitrailer design vehicle (WB-20). The eastbound left turn accommodates this design vehicle. 

More work is needed to determine the best accommodation for pedestrians and cyclist through 

this intersection. 

 The southbound on-ramp has also been reconfigured to permit the left turn. Sidewalk and cycling 

accommodation would be required along the southwest side of this ramp. 

 The northbound to westbound loop off-ramp has been realigned to connect with Dollarton on a 

tangent in an effort to slow vehicles for pedestrians crossing the off-ramp to access Phibbs 

Exchange. The change to this loop ramp requires the removal of the existing pedestrian 

underpass. 

Other changes at this interchange relate to transit accommodation and municipal connectivity and are 

described in the discussion of surrounding networks and facility features.  

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Interchange. Package A includes measures that reduce the 

number of ramps and movements to minimize driver confusion, vehicle conflicts, and traffic delays. 

 Consolidation of the two northbound off-ramps to Fern Street, Mount Seymour Parkway, and 

Lillooet Road to a single off-ramp. The ramp consolidation removes the opportunity for Illegal 

weaving manoeuvers at the south leg of Lillooet Road / Mount Seymour Parkway and is expected 

to reduce conflicts due to late lane changes and driver confusion.  

 Reconfiguration of the Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road intersection is expected to add 

capacity to the network.  

o West approach: the current configuration of one eastbound left, shared eastbound 

left/through, and channelized right is widened to include a second eastbound left turn 

lane and two eastbound through lanes. The channelized eastbound right is extended with 

additional storage. This configuration allows for the accommodation of all northbound to 

eastbound, northbound to westbound, and northbound to northbound traffic arriving at the 

intersection from the newly consolidated northbound on-ramp. This allows drivers to 

choose their destination on the approach to the intersection, which is more aligned with 

driver expectation than the current configuration.  
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o North approach: the current configuration of one southbound left lane, two southbound 

through lanes, and a channelized right turn lane with minimal storage is widened to 

accommodate dual southbound left turn lanes and increased southbound right storage. 

The dual left turn lanes allow the intersection to accommodate higher future traffic 

volumes travelling within the North Shore. 

o East approach: the current configuration is widened to include two westbound left lanes, 

two westbound through lanes, and a westbound right lane with increased storage. The 

westbound through is a critical movement, as it permitted access to Northbound Highway 

1 from Mount Seymour Parkway. The westbound left turn lane provides access to 

southbound Highway 1 from Mount Seymour Parkway and is also a high volume, critical 

movement.  

o South approach: for this approach, the existing road space is redistributed to align with 

the change in traffic assignment resulting from the consolidation of the two northbound 

off-ramps. The removal of the existing northbound off-ramp to Mount Seymour Parkway, 

which was marked as a right turn lane with lane changes prohibited, simplifies the 

operations of the south leg. The existing two northbound right turn lanes are no longer 

required and can be reduced to a single channelized northbound right turn lane. In this 

option, the two northbound through lanes remain. The single northbound left turn lane is 

expanded into two northbound left turn lanes to accommodate vehicles from the Lower 

Lynn community with destinations to the north of Highway 1.  

o No property take is anticipated to accommodate these improvements.  

 The existing southbound off-ramp to Fern Street is removed in this option. This on-ramp has a 

short diverge distance followed by a short distance to the signal at Fern Street. Challenges 

associated with the short ramp are exaggerated by the grade and higher speeds approaching this 

intersection. The safety assessment identified this location as one of the top safety challenges in 

the Study Area. Package A includes changes at the Mountain Highway Interchange that enable 

the closure of this ramp. 

 Access to the southbound on-ramp is limited to westbound traffic on Fern Street. Eastbound 

vehicles can no longer turn left onto the ramp. This reduces the volume accommodated by this 

ramp, which in turn reduces southbound weaving conflicts between the Fern Street / Keith Road / 

Mount Seymour Parkway interchange and the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange.  

 No changes are included to the Fern Street Bridge in Package A. This reduces the cost of the 

option, but does not accommodate any improvements to pedestrian and cyclist connectivity along 

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway. 

Mountain Highway Interchange. Improvements to the Mountain Highway Interchange provide better 

access to residents and businesses both North and South of Highway 1. The Package A improvements at 

Mountain Highway facilitate the changes to the other interchanges: they provide relief to high volumes at 

other locations and provide access to accommodate ramp closures at Fern Street / Keith Road / Mount 

Seymour Parkway. 

 The northbound off-ramp is reconfigured to reduce the maximum grade throughout the ramp to 

+13% (from +15%) and further reduce the grade to +3% (from 8.3%) for 40 m before the 

intersection. The gore point for the ramp is moved east to accommodate a more gradual grade on 
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the approach to Mountain Highway. The grade still does not meet normal design standards for 

modern ramp design, but is an improved condition when compared to existing conditions. The 

diverge length meets standards. These changes should improve safety and operations along this 

ramp. 

 New signal at north interchange terminal improves the operations. Movements at the existing 

stop-controlled intersection experience LOS ‘F’ with long delays. The signal will enable improved 

operations, reduce delay and facilitate improved pedestrian and cyclist crossings at this 

intersection. 

 The new southbound on-ramp and signalized south interchange terminal in Package A addresses 

the current movement imbalance at Mountain Highway by providing a southbound on-ramp as a 

partner for the existing northbound off-ramp and transforming this interchange into a partial 

diamond. Both northbound and southbound traffic are able to access the southbound on-ramp. 

This connection to Mountain Highway requires the diversion of Keith Creek Road to connect 

directly to Keith Road instead of Connecting to Mountain Highway.  

 The new southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue replaces the short existing southbound off-

ramp to Fern Street. This ramp provides sufficient length to slow down in advance of the 

Brooksbank intersection.  It also provides  longer storage capacity to accommodate any queuing 

without causing operational issues on the Highway. This new ramp provides access to vehicles 

wishing to travel north on Mountain Highway as well as vehicles destined to the City of North 

Vancouver or Lower Lynn. 

 A new four lane bridge replaces the existing two lane bridge at Mountain Highway. This provides 

additional capacity and space for left-turn lane storage between the two interchange terminals. 

The existing bridge has one sidewalk on the west side; the new bridge will have sidewalks on 

both sides. Cycling facilities can be accommodated on the new bridge, but their design is to be 

determined through further study.  

 Proposed improvements to the Mountain Highway Interchange affect the Salop Trail. Trail 

connections in this area will need to be considered in more detail in the next phase of design.   

Surrounding Networks & Facility Features 

Phibbs Exchange. The existing Phibbs Exchange is located within the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

Interchange. TransLink has identified some constraints and challenges associated with this exchange and 

is undertaking a parallel study to address these concerns. Working with TransLink, a number of 

improvements were identified in the design of Package A to improve access and operations for Phibbs 

Exchange. 

 Close direct access from Main Street. The direct access from Main Street to Phibbs Exchange via 

a westbound right turn has been closed. This change allows for potential accommodation of bus 

bays along westbound Main Street. 

 Replacement of the existing southbound transit on-ramp, which connects to the westbound to 

southbound on-ramp with a new connection to the eastbound to southbound on-ramp. The 

existing ramp has a very short merge distance and has been identified as an issue by TransLink. 

A transit only lane at the west interchange terminal will allow buses to travel south from Phibbs 

Exchange onto the eastbound to southbound on-ramp. Removal of the existing westbound to 
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southbound ramp makes space available for Phibbs Exchange and allows access to the planned 

park-and-ride. 

 The existing southbound to eastbound / westbound ramp will be modified to end at a signalized 

intersection at Oxford Street. This signal will provide transit priority for buses entering and leaving 

Phibbs Exchange. It will also provide a controlled crossing of the ramp for cyclists and 

pedestrians. This geometric design of this signalized intersection and the separation of bus traffic 

and park and ride traffic east of this intersection are yet to be determined. Configuration to be 

confirmed through further study by TransLink and the District of North Vancouver in co-operation 

with MoTI. 

 A northbound transit only lane between Main Street an Oxford along the existing southbound to 

eastbound / westbound off-ramp will provide access for eastbound and westbound buses into 

Phibbs Exchange.  

 General purpose traffic will not be permitted to turn left from the west interchange terminal, 

simplifying operations. 

 A new park-and-ride within the northbound to westbound loop ramp will provide transit customers 

with a convenient connection to access transit. Access to the park-and-ride can be provided via a 

new two-lane road with a connection under the existing Main Street overpass. 

 Southbound left turns from Mountain Highway to Main Street will continue to be permitted. 

Seymour – Mountain Highway Connector. The District of North Vancouver has considered a ‘northern 

connector’ across Lynn Creek for many years. The most recent transportation plan showed this 

connection immediately north of Highway 1. Package A includes this connection as the Seymour-

Mountain Highway Connector. In Package A, this links the intersection of Keith Road and Old Lillooet 

Road to Mountain Highway and Arborlynn Drive. 

 The two-lane connection provides a direct route for local traffic within the District of North 

Vancouver. Vehicles travelling from Capilano to West Lynn or Lower Lynn have a more direct 

route and do not need to get on and off the highway. This has the added benefit of reducing the 

traffic merging on to the Highway at Mount Seymour Parkway to exit at Mountain Highway.  

 The proposed connection also provides a cycling connection, with a bike lane in each direction, 

and a pedestrian connection with sidewalks on both sides of the road.  

 A new structure is required over Lynn Creek by St. Denis Avenue. 

 Access is maintained to St. Denis Avenue, Forsam Street, and Orwell Street. 

 The roundabout shown at the intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and Old Lillooet Road 

provides a connection from the new Northern Connector Road to Mount Seymour Parkway. In 

Package A, the Northern Connector Road accesses Mound Seymour Parkway directly, 

necessitating and intersection to manage conflicts between traffic to and from northbound 

Highway 1 and traffic to and from the Northern Connector. The operations of this roundabout 

require further consideration because of the close proximity to the intersection of Old Lillooet 

Road and Keith Road and to the Highway 1 northbound on- and off- ramps. Further study is 

needed to determine the preferred intersection control, geometric design, and alignments of Old 

Lillooet Road and Keith Road to accommodate these movements in a safe and effective manner. 

 The connection has a +10% grade on the approach to Mountain Highway and Arborlynn Drive 

and requires either fill or a retaining wall for the portion parallel to Mountain Highway. A 
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connection directly to the northbound to eastbound / westbound off-ramp is not desirable.3 The 

connection to Arborlynn Drive and Mountain Highway travels through an environmentally 

sensitive forest area.  

 The intersection of Arborlynn Drive and Mountain Highway requires significant reconfiguration to 

accommodate this connection. Property acquisition is needed to accommodate the 

improvements. The proposed configuration makes traveling northbound from Mountain Highway 

to Mountain Highway a left turn, requiring a dual left turn lane. One northbound through lane to 

Arborlynn Drive and a channelized right turn are also proposed. On the Seymour – Mountain 

Highway Connector, there is a westbound left storage lane and a through-right lane. Southbound 

on Arborlynn Drive is a left turn storage lane, a through lane, and a channelized right turn lane. 

There is an eastbound left turn storage lane, an eastbound through lane, and a channelized right 

turn lane. The channelized right is a high volume movement, since it connects Mountain Highway 

to Mountain Highway and on to Highway 1.  

 The proposed alignment of this connection and the configuration of the intersection of Mountain 

Highway and Arborlynn Drive affect multiple single family homes. The District of North Vancouver 

may explore alternative alignments to provide a municipal east-west connector north of Highway 

1 that does not affect the highway or highway ramps included in Package A.   

Keith Road Realignment. In Package A, Keith Road is widened to a four-lane cross-section and realigned 

between Fern Street and Mountain Highway. The connection shown in Package A is as designed by the 

City and the developer of the parcel between Mountain Highway, Fern Street, and the new Keith Road. 

This alignment and design was previously approved by the District and MoTI. A number of changes to 

intersections along Keith Road and Fern Street throughout the Study Area are proposed as part of this 

study. 

 The intersection of Keith Road / Brooksbank / southbound off-ramp is reconfigured in Package 

A. The southbound movement has a dual left turn and a shared through-right turn. Westbound 

on Keith Road are two through lanes and one left turn storage lane. A northbound left lane and a 

northbound right lane are maintained on Brooksbank Avenue. There are two eastbound through 

lanes and one shared through-right lane on Keith Road. These changes increase the capacity at 

this intersection and allow it to accommodate both the additional traffic from the new off-ramp 

and the growth in traffic on Keith Road, which is now a more direct east-west route. 

 Package A also includes improvements at Mountain Highway and Keith Road. Currently, there is 

one eastbound left turn lane at this intersection; in the future, two are proposed, along with an 

eastbound through lane and a share eastbound through-right. From the south approach on 

Mountain Highway, one left turn lane and one shared through-right are proposed. One 

westbound left turn lane, one through lane, and one shared through-right lane accommodate the 

increased westbound traffic. Southbound from Mountain Highway is one left turn storage lane, 

one through lane, and a right turn storage lane. 

                                                      

3 A connection on the ramp would result in two-way operation for half the ramp and one-way operation for 
the remainder with high potential for driver confusion. The grade of the ramp also makes the connection 
difficult to accommodate.  
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 The existing two-lane bridge over Keith Road is replaced by a four-lane bridge with pedestrian 

and cycling accommodation. This bridge is under the jurisdiction of the District of North 

Vancouver and is currently entering the detailed design phase for the improved four-lane bridge. 

The detailed design also includes improvements to trail connectivity in this area. 

 In Package A, the intersection of Mountain Highway and Keith Road (east) is per the design by 

the local developer. There is a northbound left turn lane and a northbound right turn lane, a 

westbound left turn storage lane and a westbound through lane, and an eastbound through lane 

and a shared eastbound through-right lane.  

 East of the Fern Street Bridge, the access to Fern Street is closed. This allows a narrow cross-

section on Fern Street, which will then become a local road and no longer serve a function for 

regional connectivity.  

 The intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road has significant improvements, 

including dual left turn lanes, two through lanes, and right turn lanes with storage for all 

directions. 

Seymour Boulevard Connector. The Seymour Boulevard Connector is included in the District of North 

Vancouver’s transportation plan and in some plans commissioned by the Squamish Nation. The 

connector provides an alternate route from Dollarton Highway to Mount Seymour Parkway. Although it will 

be determined as part of the development plans within Squamish Nation lands, the Seymour Boulevard 

Connector is expected to have one lane in each direction, except at the intersections, where additional 

left and right storage lanes are needed. The connector is expected to accommodate cyclists and 

pedestrians. Squamish Nation and the District of North Vancouver may develop an alternative alignment 

that maintains appropriate spacing between Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange and the 

intersection of the Seymour Connector and Dollarton Highway. The design of the connector will be 

determined by the Squamish Nation in collaboration with the District of North Vancouver and in 

consultation with MOTI concerning connections to Highway 1.. The intersection between the Seymour 

Boulevard Connector and Dollarton Highway is shown east of the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

interchange. This separation allows for improved operations, but requires that the connector bisect Cutter 

Island Park.  

Pedestrian and Cyclist Accommodation. Pedestrian and cyclist accommodation can be provided via the 

expanded municipal network and through the highway interchange terminals and crossings. Opportunities 

exist where existing bridges are being replaced or expanded and where property is being acquired. 

Additional work is needed to determine the best approach to cycling and pedestrian accommodation in 

this area, which is an essential component of the North Shore active transportation network. Access to 

the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge alongside the new southbound on-ramp, accommodation through the 

new west interchange terminal at the Main Street intersection, access to Phibbs Exchange, and 

connectivity to the proposed Crown Street bicycle and pedestrian bridge will be especially important. 

Further consultation with Squamish Nation about the Crown Street bicycle and pedestrian bridge is 

required. Package A does not improve pedestrian or cycling accommodation over the Fern Street Bridge, 

which is a significant gap in the active transportation network.  

Accommodations to be determined during preliminary and functional design: 
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 Package A provides the opportunity to enhance cycling and pedestrian accommodation on the 

new bridge at Mountain Highway and on the accesses to the bridge. This is an important 

component of the North Shore cycling network. More study is needed to determine the type and 

form of accommodation.  

 The proposed Northern Connector provides bicycle lanes and sidewalks on both sides of the 

road. 

 Further study is needed to determine the best accommodation for pedestrians and cyclists 

around the roundabout at the Seymour-Mountain Highway connector and Mount Seymour 

Parkway. 
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Package B has many of the same components as Package A, but with enhanced east-west connectivity 

and more direct connections to the highway. This option combines key improvements to all three 

interchanges: Main Street, Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway, and Mountain Highway / 

Brooksbank Avenue. This package focuses on increasing access, east-west connectivity, and municipal 

traffic movements. It includes a number of new bridge structures.  

Key concepts integrated into this option include:  

 Main Street / Dollarton Highway #1 – Extend On-ramp 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #3 – Consolidate North bound Off-ramps 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #8 – Keith – Mount Seymour Overpass 

 Keith Road / Fern Street #9 – Mountain Highway –Seymour Connection (Proposed alignment 

shown. Alternative alignments may be prepared by District of North Vancouver. Final design and 

construction under the purview of the District of North Vancouver) 

 Mountain Highway # 4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond  

 Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #2  – Brooksbank Interchange and Keith Road / Fern 

Street Connector 

 Seymour Boulevard Connector (Proposed alignment shown. Alternative alignments may be 

prepared by District of North Vancouver and Squamish Nation. Final design and construction 

under the purview of the Squamish Nation and the District of North Vancouver) 

 Access to Expanded Phibbs Exchange via new signalized intersection at Oxford (Final design 

and construction under the purview of TransLink and District of North Vancouver) 

The key features of Package B are illustrated in Figure 3-2. The full description of these features is 

summarized in two parts: interchange features and surrounding network and facility features. 
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Figure 3-2: Package B Features 
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Interchange Features 

Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange. This interchange contributed to some of the more significant 

safety and operational challenges noted in the context assessment.  

 The northbound on-ramp from Main Street to Highway 1 has been removed, eliminating the 

weave on Highway 1 between the Main Street / Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street / 

Mount Seymour interchanges.  

 The westbound to southbound fly-over has also been replaced with a new flyover further north. 

The new flyover provides additional merge distance for the eastbound to southbound highway 

traffic, addressing some of the operational and safety challenge at this location. The improved 

merge provides the full acceleration length required. Access to the new flyover is provided via the 

Seymour Boulevard Connector, which allows access to the on-ramp from Mount Seymour 

Parkway. This is expected reduce the volume of traffic using the Fern Street southbound on-

ramp. This reconfiguration also consolidates the number of ramps that pedestrians and cyclists 

must cross on the east side of the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange. 

 The west side interchange ramps on Main Street are moved further west and the southbound to 

eastbound / westbound off-ramp is reconfigured between Oxford Street and Main Street to 

provide additional space for Phibbs Exchange. The reconfiguration also provides transit priority 

benefits to the bridge, which are discussed later. 

 Like Package A, the radius of the northbound to westbound loop off-ramp has been reduced 

where it meets Main Street / Dollarton Highway to slow vehicles entering the added westbound 

lane on Main Street. This should ease pedestrian crossings at this location and reduce conflicts 

with transit accommodation. The change to this loop ramp requires the removal of the existing 

pedestrian underpass. 

 The northbound to westbound off-ramp is connected to the proposed Seymour Connector, 

providing direct access to Mount Seymour Parkway for vehicles travelling east. This should 

reduce the volume of traffic using off-ramp at Mount Seymour Parkway.  

Other changes at this interchange relate to transit accommodation and municipal connectivity and are 

discussed in the discussion of surrounding networks and facility features.  

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Interchange. This interchange configuration and proximity to 

the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange present several safety and operational challenges. Like 

Package A, Package B includes measures that reduce the number of ramps and movements to reduce 

driver confusion, conflict, and congestion. It also improves the design of two of the ramps that will remain 

at this location. 

 In Package B the most significant improvement to this interchange is the addition of a new Keith 

Road – Mount Seymour Parkway Connector; this connector is a four lane grade-separated 

crossing of Highway 1 that connects to the municipal road network at Mount Seymour Parkway 

and Mountain Highway. This connector is discussed later in the section when addressing 

municipal connectivity. 

 Consolidation of the two northbound off-ramps to Fern Street, Mount Seymour Parkway, and 

Lillooet Road to a single off-ramp. In the current configuration, drivers must decide to use one of 
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two northbound off-ramps at this location depending on their destination. The existing ramps are 

consolidated to the existing south ramp. This requires fewer northbound lanes and makes right-

of-way available for enhanced cycling facilities.  

 Reconfiguration of the Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road intersection is expected to add 

capacity to the network.  

o West approach: the current configuration of one eastbound left, shared eastbound left / 

through, and channelized right is widened to include two eastbound through lanes. This 

configuration allows for the accommodation of increased traffic on the new Keith Road – 

Mount Seymour Parkway Connector. 

o North approach: the current configuration of one southbound left lane, two southbound 

through lanes, and a channelized right turn lane with minimal storage is widened to 

accommodate dual southbound left turn lanes and increased southbound right storage. 

The dual left turn lanes allow the intersection to accommodate higher future traffic 

volumes travelling within the North Shore. They also allow this approach to accommodate 

more traffic in a shorter proportion of green time, allowing for increased green time for 

higher volume movements. 

o East approach: the current configuration of one westbound left, one shared westbound 

left-through, one westbound through lane, and a channelized westbound right with a 

small amount of storage is widened to include one westbound left lane, four westbound 

through lanes, and a westbound right lane with increased storage. The westbound 

through provides access to two major connections: the two right-hand lanes connect to 

Northbound Highway 1 and the two left-hand lanes become the new Keith-Road-Mount 

Seymour Parkway Connector. This configuration separates highway traffic from local 

traffic well before the highway access, reducing the likelihood that incidents on Highway 1 

will result in delays to local traffic and transit. As in Package A, the westbound left 

provides access to southbound Highway 1 from Mount Seymour Parkway and is also a 

high volume, critical movement.  

o South approach: for this approach, the existing road space is redistributed to align with 

the change in traffic assignment resulting from the consolidation of the two northbound 

off-ramps. Reducing the traffic on Fern Street allows for fewer northbound lanes and 

simplifies merge and weave manoeuvers. The existing two northbound right turn lanes 

are no longer required and can be reduced to a single channelized northbound right. In 

this option, there is only one northbound through. The single northbound left turn lane 

remains as a storage lane. Very few vehicles are expected to use this lane, as it takes 

vehicles back to the west side of Highway 1.  

o There is no property take anticipated to accommodate these improvements. 

 As in Package A, the existing southbound off-ramp to Fern Street is removed in this option. The 

removal results in the same benefits as in Package A and is accommodated by the same 

changes at Mountain Highway.  

 Access to the southbound on-ramp is limited to westbound traffic on Fern Street. Eastbound 

vehicles can no longer turn left onto the ramp. This reduces the volume accommodated by this 

ramp, which in turn reduces southbound weaving conflicts between the Fern Street / Keith Road / 

Mount Seymour Parkway interchange and the Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange.  
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 The radius of the southbound on-ramp from Fern Street is increased to improve operations and 

driver comfort at this ramp. 

 The northbound on-ramp is reconfigured to have a longer merge distance, resulting in improved 

operations. 

 In Package B, east-west traffic is largely accommodated by the new Keith Road-Mount Seymour 

Parkway Connector, so traffic volumes on Fern Street are greatly reduced. Because of this 

change, Fern Street is reduced to one-lane per direction. The remaining paved area from the 

existing bridge can be re-assigned to cyclists and pedestrians, providing an improved east-west 

connection. This change ties to improvements on the east side of Fern Street / Lillooet Road to 

provide better cycling and walking access. The exact design of these accommodations should be 

completed in future studies.  

Mountain Highway Interchange. Improvements to the Mountain Highway Interchange provide better 

access to residents and businesses both North and South of Highway 1. As in Package A, the 

improvements at to the Mountain Highway Interchange facilitate the changes to the other interchanges: 

they provide relief to high volumes at other locations and provide access to accommodate ramp closures 

at Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway. 

 A new four-lane bridge connecting Mountain Highway to Brooksbank Avenue provides additional 

vehicle capacity and allows for improvements to the pedestrian and cyclist networks. The existing 

bridge has one sidewalk on the west side. The new bridge will have sidewalks on both sides. 

Cycling facilities can be accommodated on the new bridge, but their design is to be determined 

through further study.   

 The northbound off-ramp is reconfigured to reduce the maximum grade throughout the ramp to 

+13% (from +15%) and further reduce the grade to +4% (from 8.3%) for 40 m before the 

intersection. As in Package A, the gore point for the ramp is moved east to accommodate a more 

gradual grade on the approach to Mountain Highway. The grade still does not meet normal 

design standards for modern ramp design, but is an improvement when compared to existing 

conditions. The diverge length meets standards. These changes should improve safety and 

operations along this ramp. 

 New signal at north interchange terminal improves the operations. Movements at the existing 

stop-controlled intersection experience LOS ‘F’ with long delays. The signal will enable improved 

operations, reduce delay and facilitate improved pedestrian and cyclist crossings at this 

intersection. 

 Package B includes a southbound on-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue. This on-ramp replaces the 

eastbound left turn onto the southbound on-ramp at Fern Street and reduces the volume of traffic 

at the Main Street Southbound on-ramp. This interchange has no south interchange terminal in 

order to mitigate grades through this area. Instead, both the southbound off-ramp and 

southbound on-ramp terminate at the intersection of Brooksbank Avenue and Mountain Highway. 

With this configuration, traffic from Mountain Highway that is destined for southbound Highway 1 

must make a U-turn at Brooksbank / Keith Road, use the Main Street eastbound to southbound 

on-ramp, or travel over the new Keith Road – Mount Seymour Parkway Connector to the 

Seymour Boulevard Connector and use the westbound to southbound on-ramp at the Main Street 

/ Dollarton Highway interchange.  
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 Similar to Package A, the new southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue replaces the short 

existing southbound off-ramp to Fern Street. This ramp provides sufficient length to slow in 

advance of the Brooksbank intersection, as well as longer storage capacity to accommodate any 

queuing without causing operational issues on the highway.  

 Package B includes a new northbound on-ramp, completing the modified diamond interchange at 

Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue. This ramp allows traffic from north on Mountain 

Highway more direct access to Highway 1. It also works in conjunction with the new Seymour – 

Mountain Highway Connector to provide an alternate access for vehicles originating north of 

Mount Seymour Parkway along Lillooet Road to travel northbound on Highway 1 without 

travelling through the intersection of Lillooet Road and Mount Seymour Parkway. 

 Proposed improvements to the Mountain Highway Interchange affect the Salop Trail. Trail 

connections in this area will need to be considered in more detail in the next phase of design.   

Surrounding Networks & Facility Features 

Phibbs Exchange. As in Package A, the project team worked with TransLink to identify opportunities in 

the design of Package B to improve access and operations for Phibbs Exchange. 

 Close direct access from Main Street. The direct access from Main Street to Phibbs Exchange via 

a westbound right turn has been closed. This change allows for potential accommodation of bus 

bays along westbound Main Street. 

 The southbound to eastbound / westbound off-ramp at Main Street has been reconfigured 

between Oxford Street and Main Street to provide more space for expanded operations at Phibbs 

Exchange. This reconfiguration moves the signal at the west interchange terminal closer to the 

intersection of Mountain Highway / Main Street, but allows for a direct connection from Phibbs 

Exchange to the eastbound to southbound on-ramp for transit vehicles. 

 Replacement of the existing southbound transit on-ramp, which connects to the westbound to 

southbound on-ramp with a new connection to the eastbound to southbound on-ramp. The 

existing ramp has a very short merge distance and has been identified as an issue by TransLink. 

A transit only lane at the west interchange terminal will allow buses to travel south from Phibbs 

Exchange onto the eastbound to southbound on-ramp. Removal of the existing westbound to 

southbound ramp makes space available for Phibbs Exchange and allows access to the planned 

park-and-ride. 

 The following accommodations from Package A are also provided in Package B: 

o The existing southbound to eastbound / westbound ramp will be modified to end at a 

signalized intersection at Oxford Street. The geometric design of this signalized 

intersection and the separation of bus traffic and park and ride traffic east of this 

intersection are yet to be determined. Configuration to be confirmed through further study 

by TransLink and the District of North Vancouver in co-operation with MOTI. 

o A northbound transit only lane between Main Street an Oxford along the existing 

southbound to eastbound / westbound off-ramp.  

o General purpose traffic will not be permitted to turn left from the west interchange 

terminal. 
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o A new park-and-ride within the northbound to westbound loop ramp with access via a 

new two-lane road with a connection under the existing Main Street overpass. 

o Southbound left turns from Mountain Highway to Main Street will continue to be 

permitted. 

Seymour – Mountain Highway Connector. Package B includes the Seymour-Mountain Highway 

Connector with most of the same features as described in Package A. In Package B, the connector does 

not have access directly to Mount Seymour Parkway at the intersection with the northbound on-ramp to 

Highway 1. Instead, traffic on this road must travel up Old Lillooet Road to Lillooet Road. This 

configuration simplifies the connection from Mount Seymour Parkway to Highway 1 and reduces the 

volume of traffic through the Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road 6 intersection. It results in some 

circuitous travel for vehicles using the Seymour-Mountain Highway Connector. 

The proposed alignment of this connection and configuration of the intersection of Mountain Highway and 

Arborlynn Drive affect multiple single family homes. The District of North Vancouver may explore 

alternative alignments to provide a municipal east-west connector north of Highway 1 that does not affect 

the highway or highway ramps included in Package B.   

Keith Road Realignment. In Package B, the connection between Keith Road and Mount Seymour 

Parkway is completed via a new four lane overpass of the Fern Street southbound on-ramp and the 

Highway 1 mainline. Beyond the southbound on-ramp, the connector uses the same alignment as in 

Package B, starting above grade and transitioning to an at-grade intersection at Mountain Highway and 

Keith Road, Keith Road is widened to a four-lane cross-section from Brooksbank Avenue to Mount 

Seymour Parkway. As noted earlier, the Fern Street Bridge remains open in this option to provide the 

access to the southbound on-ramp to traffic from Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road; however, 

this bridge now carries much less traffic and can be reconfigured to provide enhanced bicycle and 

pedestrian space. A number of changes to intersections along Keith Road and Fern Street throughout the 

Study Area are proposed as part of this study. 

 The intersection of Keith Road / Brooksbank / southbound off-ramp is improved. Two local 

options are provided as part of Package B.  

o A two lane roundabout would accommodate the traffic volumes, while allowing U-turns. 

This would allow vehicles to travel south on Mountain Highway, make a U-turn, and 

access the southbound on-ramp.  The alternatives for this traffic are to travel south to the 

Main Street eastbound to southbound on-ramp, or over the Keith Road – Mount 

Seymour Parkway Connector to the Seymour Boulevard Connector and on to the 

westbound to southbound on-ramp. A two-lane roundabout would require property and 

may cause driver confusion because there are relatively few examples of this type of 

roundabout in British Columbia.   

o The southbound movement has a dual left turn, a through, and a shared through-right 

turn. Westbound on Keith Road are dual left turn storage lanes, one through lane, and 

one shared through-right lane. Northbound on Brooksbank Avenue is widened to include 

a northbound left lane, a northbound through lane, and a shared northbound through-

right lane. There is one eastbound left turn storage lane, one eastbound through lane 

and one shared through-right lane on Keith Road. As in Package A, this intersection 
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must accommodate the additional volume from the new off-ramp and the growth in traffic 

on Keith Road. In Package B, this intersection has the additional load resulting from 

traffic making the eastbound left and westbound right onto Mountain Highway. 

 Mountain Highway and Keith Road accommodates much less traffic in Package B than in 

Package A. The current configuration is maintained for all legs of this interchange.  

 Similar to Package A, the District of North Vancouver is replacing the existing two-lane bridge 

over Keith Road with a four-lane bridge with pedestrian and cycling accommodation.  

 In Package B, the intersection of Mountain Highway and Keith Road (east) has a four lane cross 

section in all directions. Westbound is a shared left through lane and a through lane, northbound 

is a left lane and a right lane, and eastbound is a through lane and a shared through-right lane. 

The design of this intersection is limited by the width of the Keith Road Bridge and adding 

storage for the left or right turn movements will be difficult. The intersection geometry is per the 

design by the local developer. There is a northbound left turn lane and a northbound right turn 

lane, a westbound left turn storage lane and a westbound through lane, and an eastbound 

through lane and a shared eastbound through-right lane.  

 The Fern Street Bridge is reduced to one travel lane in either direction, with the remaining width 

dedicated to cyclists and pedestrians. 

 The intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road has significant improvements as 

described in the interchange portion of this section.  

Seymour Boulevard Connector. The Seymour Boulevard Connector provides many of the same functions 

in Package B as in Package A. Further to those functions, a new signalized intersection in Package B 

joins the Seymour Boulevard Connector to the westbound to southbound on-ramp and the northbound to 

eastbound on-ramp. This intersection facilitates connections between Mount Seymour Parkway and the 

Iron Worker’s Memorial Bridge that are not reliant on the Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour 

Parkway Interchange. Squamish Nation and the District of North Vancouver may develop an alternative 

alignment that maintains appropriate spacing between Main Street / Dollarton Highway Interchange and 

the intersection of the Seymour Connector and Dollarton Highway, but that has reduced impact on District 

of North Vancouver park land. The design of the connector will be determined by the Squamish Nation in 

collaboration with the District of North Vancouver and in consultation with MOTI concerning connections 

to Highway 1.  

Pedestrian and Cyclist Accommodation. As in Package A, pedestrian and cyclist accommodation can be 

provided via the expanded municipal network and through highway interchange terminals and crossings. 

Opportunities exist where existing bridges are being replaced or expanded and where property is being 

acquired. Additional work is needed to determine the best approach to cycling and pedestrian 

accommodation in this area, which is an essential component of the North Shore active transportation 

network. Access to Phibbs Exchange, accommodation on the new Mountain Highway / Brooksbank 

structure, accommodation on the reconfigured Fern Street structure, and connectivity to the proposed 

Crown Street bicycle and pedestrian bridge will be especially important. Further consultation with 

Squamish Nation about the Crown Street bicycle and pedestrian bridge is required. 
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The preferred packages of concepts were refined through an iterative process to finalize the geometric 

requirements that included design confirmation, traffic forecasting, operational analysis of the resulting 

network, and stakeholder input. As the analysis uncovered strengths and weaknesses within each option, 

individual elements were adjusted to produce a network with minimized delays and operational issues. 

This section describes the traffic forecasts and operational analysis for the final options. 

The EMME model was used to assess the reassignment of 2031 morning and afternoon peak hour traffic 

volumes in each of the options. This reassignment was compared with the future base case to develop 

the traffic forecasts for each option. The forecasts and operational analysis are described below. 

 

The forecast traffic volumes for 2031 in Package A are illustrated in Figure 3-3. The modelling results 

indicate key changes from the base forecast are described briefly below: 

 Traffic from ramps and movements that are closed are diverted elsewhere, as described below:  

o All traffic that was using the southbound off-ramp to Fern Street is diverted to the new 

southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue. 

o All traffic that was using the westbound to southbound flyover at the east interchange 

terminal of Main Street / Dollarton Highway now continues onto Main Street and turns left 

at the west interchange terminal to use the southbound on-ramp. 

o All traffic travelling eastbound on Fern Street to use the Fern Street southbound on-ramp 

will use the new southbound on-ramp at Mountain Highway. 

o Traffic currently using the northbound on-ramps at the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

interchange will use the new Seymour Boulevard Connector to access the highway via 

Mount Seymour Parkway.  

o Traffic currently using the southbound off-ramp to Main Street and turning left at the west 

interchange terminal will now leave the highway at the Brooksbank off-ramp and use the 

realigned Keith Road to travel east.  

 Improved access to southbound Highway 1 at Mountain Highway, combined with increased 

demands on the southbound on-ramp at Highway 1, will shift Upper Lynn, Lower Lynn, and 

Brooksbank Avenue traffic away from the Main Street on-ramp and toward the Mountain Highway 

on-ramp.  

 Enhanced east-west connectivity through a realigned Keith Road and the improved intersection at 

Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road result in: 

o Some traffic using Keith Road instead of Highway 1 to exit the study area towards the 

west.  

o Some northbound traffic from Highway 1 using Keith Road to travel west instead of using 

Main Street. 

 Some traffic currently using Highway 1 to travel across the District between the east and 

northwest will shift to the new Mountain Highway and the new Mountain Highway – Seymour 

Connector. This pattern is true for eastbound and westbound traffic.  
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 Some traffic currently using Highway 1 and the northbound off-ramp to Mountain Highway to 

travel between Mount Seymour Parkway and Mountain Highway will use the Mountain Highway – 

Seymour Connector.  

 The new southbound off-ramp at Brooksbank Avenue will allow some traffic that currently exits 

the highway at Boulevard Crescent / Lynn Valley Road and uses Keith Road to enter the Study 

Area to stay on the Highway longer and exit at Brooksbank Avenue. This pattern only appears in 

the morning peak period.  
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Figure 3-3: Package A Forecast Morning and Afternoon Peak Hour Traffic Volumes (2031) 
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Package A results in a network with three significant merge and weave sections on Highway 1. These 

sections are identified in Figure 3-4. Highway Capacity Software (HCS) was used to analyze the level of 

service (LOS) for each of these segments under existing peak hour volume conditions. The forecast 

operations for Package A at each section are summarized in Table 3-5. The performance of this option 

will be compared to the performance of the base forecast condition in Section 4. 

Table 3-5: AM (PM) Merge and Weave LOS – Package A 

Section Direction Package A 

Merge B Northbound F(F) 

Weave C Southbound F(D) 

Merge E Southbound D(D) 

* Sections as shown in Figure 3-4 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Package A Analysis Segments 
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Intersection Operations and Delays 

The Study Area intersections were analyzed based on the forecast 2031 traffic volumes on the proposed 

Package A configuration. Improvements to the intersections were made as per the Package A concept 

included in Appendix C. The results of the analysis for morning and afternoon peak hour traffic are 

shown in Figure 2-12 3-5 and Figure 2-133-6, respectively. These figures show that all intersections 

within the Package A network operate at an acceptable LOS. More information about key capacity 

constraints and operational issues in the Study Area network are summarized below: 

 Replacing the stop-controlled ramp movement at the intersection of Mountain Highway and the 

northbound off-ramp with a new signalized intersection results in significant improvement to 

operations at this intersection. The westbound stop-controlled movements from the off-ramp, 

which experience LOS ‘F’ in the existing condition, are expected to experience LOS ‘C’ or better 

in the afternoon peak hour, and LOS ‘B’ or better in the morning peak hour in Package A.  

 At the intersection of Keith Road (west) and Brooksbank Avenue, the intersection goes from LOS 

‘B’ in the existing conditions, to LOS ‘D’ in the Package A forecast scenario. This is a result of 

the introduction of a new southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue, which replaces the short 

existing southbound off-ramp to Fern Street. 

 At the intersection of Main Street and Mountain Highway, multiple movements are constrained at 

LOS ‘E’ 

o The eastbound left turn movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak period, 

o The westbound through movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak period, 

o The southbound left turn movement and through movement in the afternoon peak hour 

experience LOS ‘E’.  

 Multiple movements at Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road intersection experience LOS 

‘E’: 

o The eastbound left turn movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak hour. 

o The protected northbound left experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak hour. 

o The westbound through movement is over capacity in the afternoon peak hour with a v/c 

ratio of 1.07.  

o The southbound left permitted / protected movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the 

afternoon peak hour.  
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Figure 3-5: Forecast Morning Peak Hour Signalized Intersection LOS (2031) Package A 
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Figure 3-6: Forecast Afternoon Peak Hour Signalized Intersection LOS (2031) – Package A 
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Package B features a number of new ramps and roadways, roadway realignments, and ramp closures. 

These changes are expected to change travel patterns across the Study Area. The forecast traffic 

volumes for 2031 in Package B are illustrated in Figure 3-7. The modelling results indicate key changes 

from the base forecast. These expected changes are outlined below: 

 Traffic from ramps and movements that are closed diverts elsewhere, as described below:  

o All traffic that was using the southbound off-ramp to Fern Street is diverted to the new 

southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue. 

o Traffic travelling eastbound on Fern Street to use the Fern Street southbound on-ramp 

will use a combination of the new southbound on-ramp at Mountain Highway and the 

southbound on-ramp at Main Street. 

o Traffic currently using the northbound on-ramps at the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

interchange will use the new Seymour Boulevard Connector to access the highway via 

Mount Seymour Parkway.  

o Traffic currently using the southbound off-ramp to Main Street and turning left at the west 

interchange terminal will now leave the highway at the Brooksbank off-ramp and use the 

realigned Keith Road to travel east.  

 Enhanced east-west connectivity and capacity through the Keith Road / Mount Seymour Parkway 

connector and the improved intersection at Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road result in: 

o Eastbound and westbound traffic shifting off of Fern Street and onto the new connector.  

o Some westbound  traffic using Keith Road instead of Highway 1 to exit the study area. 

o Some northbound traffic from Highway 1 using Keith Road to travel westbound instead of 

using Main Street. 

 Some of the traffic coming eastbound along Keith Road that is currently using the southbound on-

ramp at Main Street to access the highway will shift to the southbound on-ramp at Brooksbank 

Avenue.  

 Some traffic currently using Highway 1 to travel across the District between the east and 

northwest will shift to the new connector and Mountain Highway. This pattern is true for 

eastbound and westbound traffic.  

 Some traffic currently using Highway 1 and the northbound off-ramp to Mountain Highway to 

travel between Mount Seymour Parkway and Mountain Highway will use the Mountain Highway – 

Seymour Connector.  

 Some traffic currently using the northbound off-ramp at Seymour will divert over to the new off-

ramp at Brooksbank via the Mountain Highway-Seymour Connector. 

 Some traffic currently accessing the southbound highway from Mount Seymour Parkway via the 

Fern Street southbound on-ramp will divert to the Seymour Boulevard Connector and access the 

highway via the improved southbound on-ramp at Main Street. This movement is especially 

attractive due to the direct connection from Seymour Boulevard to the on-ramp and because of 

the high westbound left turn volume at the intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet 

Road.  
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Figure 3-7: Package B Forecast Morning and Afternoon Peak Hour Traffic Volumes (2031)  
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Highway Operating Conditions 

Package B results in a network with five significant merge and weave sections on Highway 1. 

These sections are identified in Figure 3-8. Highway Capacity Software (HCS) was used to 

analyze the level of service (LOS) for each of these segments under existing peak hour volume 

conditions. The forecast operations for Package B at each section are summarized in Table 3-6. 

The performance of this option will be compared to the performance of the base forecast condition 

in Section 4. 

Table 3-6: AM (PM) Merge and Weave LOS – Package B 

Section Direction Package B 

Merge B Northbound D(F) 

Weave C Southbound C(F) 

Merge D Southbound D(D) 

Merge E Southbound D(D) 

Merge F Northbound D(D) 

* Sections as shown in Figure 3-4 

 

 

Figure 3-8: Package B Analysis Segments 
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Intersection Operations and Delays 

The Study Area intersections were analyzed based on the forecast 2031 traffic volumes on the 

proposed Package B configuration. Improvements to the intersections were made as per the 

Package B concept included in Appendix C. Where protected left turn phases or split phases were 

required for safety, they were added to the analysis. Protected turn, split phases, and other signal 

phases options were also added where they were needed to improve performance. The results of 

the analysis for morning and afternoon peak hour traffic are shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, 

respectively. These figures show that all intersections within the Package B network operate at an 

acceptable LOS. More information about key capacity constraints and operational issues in the 

Study Area network are summarized below: 

 Replacing the stop-controlled ramp movement at the intersection of Mountain Highway and 

the northbound off-ramp with a new signalized intersection results in significant 

improvement to operations at this intersection. The westbound stop-controlled movements 

from the off-ramp, which experience LOS ‘F’ in the existing condition, are expected to 

experience LOS ‘C’ or better in the afternoon peak hour, and LOS ‘B’ or better in the 

morning peak hour in Package B.  

 At the intersection of Keith Road (west) and Brooksbank Avenue, the intersection goes 

from LOS ‘B’ in the existing conditions, to LOS ‘D’ in the Package B forecast scenario. This 

is a result of the introduction of a new southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue, which 

replaces the short existing southbound off-ramp to Fern Street. 

 At the intersection of Main Street and Mountain Highway, multiple movements are 

constrained at LOS ‘E’ 

o The westbound through movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the morning and 

afternoon peak periods, with the v/c ratios at 1.0 in the afternoon peak hour.  

o The northbound left turn movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the morning and 

afternoon peak periods. 

o The southbound left turn movement in the morning peak hour, and the southbound 

through movement in the afternoon peak hour experience LOS ‘E’.  

 Multiple movements at Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road intersection experience 

LOS ‘E’  

o The eastbound left turn movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the morning peak hour, 

while the eastbound through movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak 

hour. 

o The protected northbound left experiences LOS ‘E’ in the morning and afternoon 

peak hours, and the northbound through movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the 

morning peak hour. 

o The westbound through movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the morning peak hour, 

and the westbound left turn movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in both the morning 

and afternoon peak hours. 

o The southbound left permitted / protected movement experiences LOS ‘E’ in the 

morning afternoon peak hours, and the southbound through movement 

experiences LOS ‘E’ in the afternoon peak period. 
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Figure 3-9: Forecast Morning Peak Hour Signalized Intersection LOS (2031) – Package B 
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Figure 3-10: Forecast Afternoon Peak Hour Signalized Intersection LOS (2031) –Package B 
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The options presented in this report are complete packages of improvements and changes to the 

existing transportation network. Each of the two options provides unique benefits and impacts to 

local and regional transportation, the community, the environment, customer service, financial, and 

economic considerations. Following option development and analysis, each option was evaluated 

to determine the overall positive and negative effects compared to a base ‘do nothing’ scenario. 

This evaluation communicates the benefits and impacts of these integrated packages of 

improvements. The purpose of this analysis and comparison is not to identify a preferred option. 

Rather, it is intended to develop an understanding of the benefits and trade-offs associated with 

each option that will assist with future discussions among stakeholders. 

This section outlines the evaluation framework that was used for this project and it summarizes the 

results of the evaluation for each option.  

 

The following sections provide more details about each area of evaluation, including the specific 

factors used and how they were assessed.  

 

Transportation evaluation considers how changes to the transportation network enhance the safety 

and mobility of people and goods throughout the network. Factors considered as part of the 

transportation evaluation are:  

 Highway Operations & Safety: An assessment of how well each of the options addresses 

the primary highway operations and safety issues identified through the context 

assessment in Section 2. These issues include safety at specific ramps and operations 

through key merge, diverge, and weave locations. The ability of the network improvements 

to address safety at key locations is assessed qualitatively; the expected safety effects of 

each improvement are summarized for comparison. A technical review of changes to ramp 

operations was also completed using Highway Capacity Software (HCS) and documented 

in Section 3.3.  

 Urban Street Network: A quantitative assessment of key urban intersections within the 

Study Area. This assessment is based on the analysis presented in Section 3.3. Overall 

network connectivity is also assessed at a qualitative level under this factor.  

 Transit Support: A qualitative comparison of the ability of the option to support existing and 

planned transit services to, from and through the Study Area.  

 Walking & Cycling facilities. A qualitative comparison of the option’s ability to incorporate 

facilities for cyclists and pedestrians across the Highway. 
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The community evaluation assesses the potential effect of the option on the social fabric and 

values or goals of directly affected communities or groups. Factors considered within community 

are: 

 Property Requirements: A qualitative assessment of the potential highway and urban 

street related impacts on property are identified and compared for each of the options. 

 Community Connectivity: A measure of the level to which the option improves the 

connectivity within the local community.  

 Consistency With Community Plans – degree of support the project provides to local 

community planning goals. 

 

The environmental review is intended to identify any potential environmental impacts resulting from 

the proposed improvement that should merit further investigations through functional and 

preliminary design. This is not intended to replace an environmental assessment, if required, but 

rather to flag environmental issues associated with the features of specific options. Factors 

considered within the environmental review include: 

 Fish and fish habitat: a qualitative assessment of potential impacts to streams that could 

be directly impacted by the options. 

 Wildlife: a qualitative assessment of potential impacts to wildlife species at risk 

 Vegetation: a qualitative assessment of potential impacts to vegetation.  

 Archaeology: an identification of potential impacts to known archaeological sites 

 Recreation and leisure: an assessment of the potential effects on recreation and leisure  

 

The financial account of a project represents the discounted life-cycle cost of the infrastructure. For 

this project, life-cycle costs were determined over a period of 25 years. These include the initial 

investment (construction, engineering, project management etc.), property acquisition costs, 

annual maintenance and rehabilitation costs, and finally the salvage value at the end of the 

projects life cycle. In order to represent current dollars, the Present-Value method is typically used 

to discount future costs. A discount rate of 6% was assumed for this evaluation, as is typical for 

MOTI benefit-cost evaluations. The costs are given in Canadian Dollars with a base year of 2013. 

This area of evaluation included the following factors: 

 Project costs, including construction, project management, design and contingency. The 

costs were determined using the Wolski method and were prepared at a conceptual 

level. The estimates include 50% contingency. These cost estimates are only intended 

for comparative purposes and are not typically used for project budgeting. 

 Property costs were estimated based on the area of property required to accommodate 

the proposed packages. The property area required to accommodate the highways and 

urban streets is documented in the Community section to the evaluation. Approximate 

costs for the identified property were provided by MoTI. 

 Annual maintenance costs - Increased maintenance and resurfacing costs were 

represented by the sum of increased annual maintenance costs and periodic resurfacing 
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costs over the life cycle of the project. The average annual maintenance cost is 

$3,839 per lane km for roads and $19.87 per square meter for bridges. Road 

rehabilitation costs are $150,000 per lane-kilometre, assuming resurfacing at 15 

year intervals. These costs are defined in the MOTI’s Default Values for Benefit Cost 

Analysis in British Columbia (December 2012) document. 

 Salvage value – this value represents the value of the investment at the end of the 

analysis period (25 years). For the purpose of this evaluation we assumed salvage value 

equal to 50% for structures, 20% for grading, surfaces, and management reserve, and 

0% for planning and engineering. Salvage value was calculated from the present value 

(e.g. discounted capital cost) of these assets.  

 

The customer service account represents the cost to highway users over the life cycle of the 

project. This includes values for travel time and vehicle operating costs accrued and discounted 

over 25 years. Improvements to highways that result in improved mobility, with reduced travel time 

can then be compared to the financial area of the project. All costs were calculated for a 25 year 

period and discounted back to the base year (2013) at a 6% discount rate. The following factors 

were considered: 

 Travel time. The change in travel time is quantified as the aggregate reduction of time 

spent by all vehicles within the Study Area. This analysis was completed by using the 

EMME/2 software package to determine the total vehicle hours travelled (VHT) by all 

vehicles within the Study Area in four scenarios for each option. In each option, the total 

VHT was determined for the existing road network in 2012, the existing road network in 

2031, the proposed road network in 2012, and the proposed road network in 2031. 

Comparing the existing and proposed networks at each time horizon and interpolating the 

benefits between the two horizons provides an understanding of the changing level of 

benefits as the volume of traffic grows in the Study Area.  

 

The travel time was then converted to a dollar value using assumed values for time for 

each vehicle type ($15.94/hour for automobiles, $29.16/hour for combination trucks 

and $26.25/hour for straight trucks), and totalled and discounted at 6% over a 25 year 

period.  

 

 Vehicle operating costs: Estimated based on a forecast improvement to the vehicle speed. 

For the purpose of this evaluation, vehicle operating costs focused on Highway traffic 

only. Reduced delays and congestion can be expected to result in vehicle operating cost 

savings (in particular, fuel costs). 

 

 Safety: Estimated by calculating the societal cost of collisions over the 25-year period 

should no changes be made to highway infrastructure in the study area. Collision rate 

anticipated to be reduced by as much as 20% at locations where the improvements 

included in each package are expected to reduce highway collisions. Anticipated collision 

reductions were monetized using standard values for the cost of collisions to society 

($6,385,999 per fatal collision, $135,577 per injury collision, and $11,367 for property 

damage only) 
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The economic evaluation summarizes the net present value of the project and the cost/benefit ratio 

based on the costs and benefits quantified by other evaluation criteria. The factors assessed are: 

 Net Present Value: the total Net Present Value is an indicator of how much benefits the 

proposed project would yield and is used to justify project advancement. 

 Benefit-Cost: this is a ratio between the total quantitative benefits calculated for the project 

(travel time savings, vehicle operating costs, etc.) and the total costs accrued by the 

project (project costs, maintenance).  

 

As described earlier, the Package A package of improvements focuses on reducing interchange 

density and providing increased access, while minimizing the number and size of new bridge 

structures required and limiting environmental impacts.  

 

Highway Operations & Safety. The quantitative and qualitative benefits and impacts to 

Highway Operations and safety are illustrated in Figure 4-1 and summarized on the following 

page.  
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Figure 4-1: Highway Operations & Safety Improvements – Package A 
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As noted in Section 2, there are some existing weave and merge issues along Highway 1 in the 

Study Area. Some of these are eliminated in Package A and many others are improved with this 

package. The locations of the weave and merge segments in the Forecast Base and in Package A 

are illustrated in Figure 4-2. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Highway Operations Merge and Weave Sections– Package A vs. Forecast Base 

Changes to operations for these weave and merge segments on the Highway are summarized in 

Table 4-1 and discussed in more detail below: 

 Elimination of northbound weave between Main Street and Fern Street. This weave was 

forecast to have LOS ‘F’ in the future on the base network. 

 Slight improvement to merge at northbound on-ramp at Mount Seymour Parkway in both 

the morning and afternoon peak periods by reducing merge and mainline highway volumes 

results. Package A still results in an LOS ‘F’ in both peak periods, but with lower density 

than the future base condition. 

 Improvement of southbound weave between Fern Street and Main Street by reducing 

southbound afternoon peak hour volumes on mainline highway, southbound on-ramp, and 

southbound off-ramp. The weave improves from LOS ‘F’ in the forecast base to LOS ‘D’ in 

Package A.  

 Worsening of southbound weave between Fern Street and Main Street in the morning 

peak hour because of increased traffic volumes on the mainline highway. Mainline 

volumes increase because traffic shifts from the Main Street southbound on-ramp to the 

BASE ANALYSIS SEGMENTS PACKAGE A ANALYSIS SEGMENTS 
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Mountain Highway southbound on-ramp. The base case and Package A both show LOS 

‘F’ in this condition, with the density in Package A being slightly worse. 

 Eliminated short merge section at Dollarton Highway westbound to southbound on-ramp. 

Forecast base condition for this ramp was LOS ‘E’ in both the morning and afternoon peak.  

Table 4-1: AM (PM) Merge and Weave LOS – Package A vs Forecast Base 

Section* Direction Base Forecast Package A 

Weave A Northbound F(F) Eliminated 

Merge B Northbound F(F) F(F) 

Weave C Southbound F(F) F(D) 

Merge D Southbound E(E) Eliminated 

Merge E Southbound New D(D) 
*See sections illustrated in Figure 4-1. 

The qualitative benefits to highway operations and safety are: 

 Improved safety and operations at Mountain Highway off-ramp due to decreased 

maximum grade and decreased grade on approach to intersection.  

 Elimination of short merge section at Dollarton Highway westbound to southbound on-

ramp, addressing both the operational considerations noted above, as well as the safety 

issue at this location. This was the location with the third highest incidence of collisions on 

the highway network in the Study Area.  

 Reduction in number of ramp merge and diverge locations between Main Street / Dollarton 

Highway and Mount Seymour Parkway, simplifying operations, reducing driver confusion, 

and improving safety.  

 Minor reduction in traffic volumes on the mainline between interchanges because planned 

improvements to the urban road network divert local traffic. Working together, the 

individual improvements within Package A reduce the number of short distance trips that 

are required to use the highway to reach their destination. 

 Short weave distance on northbound on-ramp at Main Street eliminated.  

 Illegal weave on Lillooet Road between northbound off-ramp and Mount Seymour Parkway 

eliminated.  

Urban Street Network.  

 Improved east-west connectivity through the Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector and 

through the realignment of Keith Road. 

 Improved north-south connectivity east of Highway 1 through Seymour Boulevard 

Connector. 

 Increased capacity on Keith Road through four-laning throughout Study Area with new turn 

lanes at major intersections. 

 Improved intersection operations at several key locations, as summarized in Figure 4-3 

and Figure 4-4 . 
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Figure 4-3: AM Peak Hour LOS – Package A vs. Forecast Base 

 

Figure 4-4: PM Peak Hour LOS – Package A vs. Forecast Base 
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Transit Support. The qualitative benefits and impacts to transit are summarized below: 

 Accommodation of Phibbs Exchange in its existing location 

 Improved bus access to Phibbs Exchange through signal at Oxford Street and northbound 

and southbound transit only lanes on the Main Street southbound to eastbound / 

westbound off-ramp.  

 Ability to add bus bays on Main Street east of Highway 1. 

 Improved operations for buses on Mountain Highway due to reduced traffic volumes. 

 Reduced peak period delays due to congestion at Lillooet Road / Mount Seymour Parkway 

due to additional capacity. 

 Improved southbound bridge access via new southbound on-ramp. 

 Reduced peak period delays due to congestion on Mountain Highway structure due to 

increased capacity. 

Walking & Cycling facilities. The qualitative benefits and impacts to transit are summarized 

below. 

 Ability to provide better access across Highway 1 at Mountain Highway 

 Ability to provide better access across Keith Bridge and along Keith Road 

 New connection at Crown Street 

 More convenient, safer access to Phibbs Exchange via new signal at Oxford Street.  

 Ability to provide better access across Lynn Creek via Seymour – Mountain Highway 

Connector 

 

Property Requirements. Package A requires approximately 25,100 m2 of additional right-of-way, 

allocated as follows: 

 Highway: 9,500 m2 

 Urban streets: 15,600 m2 

The properties required to construct Package A are identified in Figure 4-5. 

Community Connectivity. The qualitative benefits and impacts to community connectivity are: 

 New east-west connection separate from Highway 1 via Mountain Highway – Seymour 

Connector. 

 New north-south connection east of Highway 1 via Seymour Boulevard Connector 

 New access to southbound Highway 1 via Mountain Highway. 

 New connection to City of North Vancouver and Lower Lynn from southbound Highway 1. 
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Consistency With Community Plans.  

 Incorporates Seymour Boulevard Connector 

 Supports the District’s road network priority of an improved connection of Keith Road to 

Mount Seymour Parkway with the realignment of Keith Road.  

 Supports the District’s road network priority of a North Service Road through the Mountain 

Highway – Seymour Connector. 

 Maintains access to the Port lands and improves operations and safety at the Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway Interchange, which will improve conditions for goods movement. 

 Improves safety at the intersection of Mountain Highway and the northbound off-ramp. 

 Improves safety at the intersection of Mountain Highway and Fern Street 

 Facilitates active transportation crossings of Highway 1 at Crown Street 

 Provides sidewalks and cycling infrastructure on Mountain Highway over Highway 1.  

 Supports improvements to Phibbs Exchange and frequent transit on Lillooet Road / Fern 

Street / Mount Seymour Parkway. 
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Figure 4-5: Property Required for Package A  
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Fish and fish habitat. 

 Southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue will require a stream crossing of Keith Creek, 

which is a fish bearing stream. The design of this ramp will need to mitigate impacts to the 

stream.  

 The replacement of the Mountain Highway structure provides an opportunity for 

environmental enhancement through the removal or improvement of the Keith Creek 

culvert crossing of Mountain Highway. 

 Impacts to the riparian area of Lynn Creek will need to be mitigated as part of the design 

and construction of the Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector. 

 Impacts to the riparian area of Keith Creek will need to be mitigated as part of the design 

and construction of the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway. 

Wildlife.  

 The Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector crosses Lynn Creek and a mature forest 

with potential for raptor nests and high risk species, such as Pacific water shrew and red-

legged frogs. Further investigation and mitigation may be required. 

 The area surrounding the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway also has the 

potential for at-risk wildlife in the riparian area. Further investigation and mitigation may be 

required. 

 Wildlife impacts to the Cutter Island Park area due to the Seymour Boulevard Connector 

are expected to be relatively low, however there is some potential for impacts to breeding 

songbirds. This can likely be mitigated through construction management.  

Vegetation.  

 The Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector crosses a mature deciduous forest with 

some coniferous trees present. Investigation and mitigation may be required. 

 The southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue has potential to impact existing 

vegetation, although the area is influenced by existing development.  

 The area surrounding the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway also has the 

potential to impact vegetation in the riparian area and through the mature coniferous 

forest. Further investigation and mitigation may be required. 

Archaeology. The archaeological studies reviewed in the preparation of this assessment did not 

identify any significant archaeological constraints. 
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Recreation and leisure.  

 Recreation and leisure in the areas surrounding the Mountain Highway – Seymour 

Connector and the new on- and off- ramps from Mountain Highway to Highway 1 may 

disrupt the heavy use of the Lynn Creek and Keith Creek areas by hikers, bikers, dog 

walkers, and other recreationalists. Efforts may be required to maintain the extensive trail 

network through and after construction. 

 The Seymour Boulevard Connector in the location shown bisects Cutter Island Park, which 

is a small municipal park; however, recreational use of this area appears to be minimal.  

 

Project costs. The total project costs for Package A are estimated to be approximately $112.8M. 

A summary of the estimated capital costs for Package A, including construction, engineering and 

management reserves are highlighted in Table 4-2. The table is separated into areas of 

improvement, as outlined in Figure 4-6. Note that the project costs reflect a 50% contingency and 

costs associated with property acquisitions are not included. Refer to Figure 4-5 for approximate 

areas required.  Based on a three year construction schedule and a discount of 6%, the present 

value of project costs was calculated to be $100.5 million.  

Table 4-2: Estimated Project Costs (2013$) 

Section Construction Engineering 
and Project 

Management 

Management 
Reserves 

TOTAL 

1.Main /Dollarton Interchange $13,555,000 $2,855,000 $821,000 $17,231,000 

2.Pedestrian Overpass  $3,520,000 $758,000 $214,000 $4,492,000 

3.Fern Interchange  $6,093,000 $1,234,000 $366,000 $7,693,000 

4.Mountain Hwy Interchange  $21,782,000 $4,527,000 $1,316,000 $27,625,000 

5.Keith Rd $16,907,000 $3,524,000 $1,022,000 $21,453,000 

6.North side Rd $27,109,000 $5,577,000 $1,634,000 $34,320,000 

TOTAL $88,966,000 $18,475,000 $5,373,000 $112,814,000 

 

Property Acquisition costs. For Package A, the property acquisition costs were determined to be 

approximately $17.4 million. Assuming that property is purchased in the first year of the project 

and a discount rate of 6%, the present value of property cost for Package A was calculated to be 

$16.4 million. 

Maintenance and Rehabilitation costs. For Package A, the maintenance and rehabilitation costs 

discounted at 6% were determined to be approximately $2.5M over a period of 25 years.  

Salvage value. The salvage value of the infrastructure in Package A was determined to be 

approximately $30.0M after 25 years.  

More information about the development of the Financial Account is provided in Appendix D. A 

sensitivity analysis of the salvage value calculation is included in Appendix E.  
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Figure 4-6: Cost Summary Boundaries - Package A 
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Travel time. Mobility benefits to traffic travelling through the Study Area, in terms of reduced travel 

time were estimated using the EMME model and supporting spreadsheets. In Package A, the 

existing short merge/weaving sections on the Highway are eliminated, which reduces conflicts on 

the highway and, as a result, improves the overall performance on the Highway. In addition, the 

east-west and north-south capacity is increased by adding new urban road connections. This 

additional capacity and improved connectivity reduces traffic congestion on the highway due to 

local traffic. This improves overall performance and reduces overall travel time for the network.  

The vehicle-hour-travelled (VHT) in Package A was compared to the VHT under existing 

conditions. Mobility benefits to users in the Study Area were accrued over a 25-year period and 

discounted using a 6% discount rate. Using the results estimated as part of the travel time 

analysis, travel time savings to users in Study Area for Package A were determined to be 

approximately $63.1M over 25 years. 

Vehicle operating costs. Travel time was found to be reduced as improved traffic flows are 

provided by the proposed improvements. Vehicle operating costs were found to decrease ($1.4M 

over 25 years) due to the reduction of vehicles idling in congestion, increased travel speed to more 

optimal vehicle performance, and the corresponding increase in fuel efficiency.  

Safety. As discussed previously, Package A includes improvements and changes to the highway 

network that are expected to reduce the frequency of collisions at select locations where the 

collision rates are higher than the provincial average. A collision reduction by as much as 20% at 

each high collision location where improvements are proposed is estimated result in savings of 

approximately $3.8 M over 25 years.  

 

Net Present Value and Benefit-Cost Ratio. Taking into consideration the total discounted life-

cycle cost of the project and mobility benefits over 25-years, Package A is expected to yield a net 

present value of -$21M and a benefit-cost ratio of 0.76, which are below those typically desired to 

justify proposed transportation infrastructure improvements.  

 

Table 4-3 below is a short summary of all benefits and impacts to provide an overall picture of the 

evaluation of Package A. Overall, it is clear that the cost of the project is high and the quantitative 

benefits, although substantial, are less than the project’s cost. The larger benefits are qualitative in 

nature and support the broader project goals. The summary column was developed based on 

engineering judgement of the balance of the trade-offs. This summary provides a starting point for 

discussion among stakeholders. 
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Table 4-3: Evaluation Summary - Package A 

CRITERIA EVALUATION SUMMARY 

Transportation  

Highway Operations & Safety  Elimination of two key issues: southbound merge at Main 

Street and northbound weave between Main Street and 

Mount Seymour Parkway. 

◕ 

Urban Street Network  Operations improved at key intersections. 

 Improved connectivity (east-west and north-south) ◕ 

Transit Support  Accommodation and improved access to Phibbs Exchange 
◕ 

Walking & Cycling  Improved connectivity at Mountain Highway, Crown Street, 

and to Phibbs Exchange. ◕ 
Community  

Property Requirements 25,100 m2 of new property required 
◔ 

Community Connectivity  One new east-west connection. 

 One new north-south connection. 

 Improved connectivity to southbound highway. 

◕ 

Consistency with Plans  Consistent with District and TransLink plans. 
● 

Environment  
Fish, Wildlife, and Vegetation  Further investigation and potential mitigation required around 

Mountain Highway / Brooksbank interchange and Mountain 

Highway – Seymour Connector. 

◔ 

Archaeology   No significant archeological constraints identified. 
◑ 

Recreation and Leisure  No significant impact to recreation and leisure beyond the 

construction period. ◑ 
Financial   

Capital Cost (2013) $112.8M  

Capital Cost (PV) $100.5M  

Property Cost (2013) $17.4 M  

Property Cost (PV) $16.4 M  

Maintenance (PV) $2.5M  

Salvage Value (PV) $30.0M  

Total Incremental Cost $89.3M  

Customer Service  

Travel Time Savings (PV) $63.1M  

Vehicle Operating Savings (PV) $1.4M  

Safety (PV) $3.8M  

Total Incremental Benefits (PV) $68.3M  

Economic  

Net Present Value $ (21.0M)  

Benefit-Cost 0.76  

● ◕ ◑ ◔ ○ 
Significant Benefit Modest Benefit Neutral Modest Impact Impact 
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As described earlier, Package B has many of the same components as Package A, but with 

enhanced east-west connectivity and more direct connections to the Highway. This package 

focuses on increasing access, east-west connectivity, and municipal traffic movements. The 

transportation benefits and impacts of Package B are summarized on the following pages.  

 

Highway Operations & Safety. The quantitative and qualitative benefits and impacts to 

Highway Operations are illustrated in and safety summarized on the following pages.  

As noted in Section 2, there are some existing weave and merge issues along Highway 1 in the 

Study Area. Some of these are eliminated in Package B and many other experience improved 

operations. The locations of weave and merge segments in the Forecast Base and Package B are 

illustrated in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-7: Highway Operations & Safety Improvements - Package B 
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Figure 4-8: Highway Operations Merge and Weave Sections – Package B vs. Forecast Base 

Changes to operations for these weave and merge segments on the highway are summarized in 

Table 4-4 and discussed in more detail below:  

 Elimination of northbound weave between Main Street and Fern Street. This weave was 

forecast to have LOS ‘F’ in the future on the base network. 

 Slight improvement to merge at southbound on-ramp at Mount Seymour Parkway in both 

the morning and afternoon peak periods by reducing merge and mainline highway 

volumes. Package B still results in an LOS ‘F’ in both peak periods, but with lower density 

than the future base condition. 

 Improvement of southbound weave between Fern Street and Main Street by reducing 

southbound morning peak hour volumes on the mainline highway. This reduction is due to 

the connection from the Seymour Boulevard Connector directly onto the southbound on-

ramp at Main Street. The southbound weave improves from LOS ‘F’ in the forecast base to 

LOS ‘C’ in Package A.  

 Short weave section at Dollarton Highway westbound to southbound on-ramp improved by 

lengthening the on-ramp. Forecast base condition for this ramp was LOS ‘E’ in both the 

morning and afternoon peak hours. Package B results in LOS ‘D’ for both peak hours. 

  

BASE ANALYSIS SEGMENTS PACKAGE B ANALYSIS SEGMENTS 
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Table 4-4: AM (PM) Merge and Weave LOS - Package B vs. Forecast Base 

Section* Direction Forecast Package B 

Weave A Northbound F(F) Eliminated 

Merge B Northbound F(F) D(F) 

Weave C Southbound F(F) C(F) 

Merge D Southbound E(E) D(D) 

Merge E Southbound New D(D) 

Merge F Northbound New D(D) 
*See sections illustrated in Figure 4-8. 

The qualitative benefits to highway operations and safety are: 

 Improved safety and operations at Mountain Highway off-ramp due to decreased 

maximum grade and decreased grade on approach to intersection.  

 Extension of short merge section at Dollarton Highway westbound to southbound on-ramp, 

addressing both the operational considerations noted above, as well as the safety issue at 

this location. This was the location with the third highest incidence of collisions on the 

highway network in the Study Area.  

 Reduction in number of ramp merge and diverge locations between Main Street / Dollarton 

Highway and Mount Seymour Parkway, simplifying operations, reducing driver confusion, 

and improving safety. 

 Extension of short merge section at Mount Seymour Parkway to westbound Highway 1 on-

ramp. 

 Moderate reduction in traffic volumes on the mainline highway because local traffic is 

diverted to the new Keith Road – Mount Seymour Parkway Connector, Seymour Boulevard 

Connector, and Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector. This is expected to improve 

safety and operations. 

 Short weave distance on northbound on-ramp at Main Street eliminated.  

 Northbound weave on Lillooet Road between northbound off-ramp and Mount Seymour 

Parkway reduced due to reduced volumes and fewer travel lanes. Some weaving may still 

occur.  

 

 Improved east-west connectivity through the Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector and 

the Keith Road – Mount Seymour Parkway Connector. The latter connection provides four 

new dedicated east-west lanes. 

 Improved north-south connectivity east of Highway 1 through Seymour Boulevard 

Connector. 

 Increased capacity on Keith Road through four-laning throughout Study Area with new turn 

lanes at major intersections.  

 Improved access to the highway throughout the Study Area with more even and balanced 

interchange locations and municipal connector roadways. 
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 Improved intersection operations at several key locations, as summarized in Figure 4-9 

and Figure 4-10 

 

Figure 4-9: AM Peak Hour LOS - Package B vs. Forecast Base 

 

Figure 4-10: PM Peak Hour LOS - Package B vs. Forecast Base 
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Transit Support. The qualitative benefits and impacts to transit are summarized below: 

 Accommodation of Phibbs Exchange in its existing location and increases the property 

available for the planned expansion of the exchange.  

 Improved bus access to Phibbs Exchange through signal at Oxford Street and northbound 

and southbound transit only lanes on the Main Street southbound to eastbound / 

westbound off-ramp.  

 Ability to add bus bays on Main Street east of Highway 1. 

 Improved operations for buses on Mountain Highway due to reduced traffic volumes. 

 Reduced peak period delays due to congestion at Lillooet Road / Mount Seymour Parkway 

due to additional capacity and due to additional east / west capacity on the Keith Road / 

Mount Seymour Parkway Connector.  

 Improved southbound bridge access via new southbound on-ramp. 

 Reduced peak period delays due to congestion on Mountain Highway structure due to 

increased capacity. 

Walking & Cycling facilities. The qualitative benefits and impacts to transit are summarized 

below. 

 Ability to provide better access across Highway 1 at Mountain Highway 

 Ability to provide better access across Keith Bridge and along Keith Road 

 Better east – west capacity across Highway 1 at Fern Street; general purpose lanes on the 

Fern Street Bridge reduced and space assigned to cyclists and pedestrians.  

 New connection at Crown Street 

 More convenient, safer access to Phibbs Exchange via new signal at Oxford Street.  

 Ability to provide better access across Lynn Creek via Seymour – Mountain Highway 

Connector 

 

Property Requirements. Package B requires approximately 28,200 m2 of additional right-of-way, 

allocated as follows: 

 Highway: 15,400 m2 

 Urban Streets:12,800 m2 

The properties required to construct Package B are identified in Figure 4-11. 

Community Connectivity. The qualitative benefits and impacts to community connectivity are: 

 New east-west connection separate from Highway 1 via Keith Road – Mount Seymour 

Parkway Connector.  

 New east-west connection separate from Highway 1 via Mountain Highway – Seymour 

Connector. 

 New north-south connection east of Highway 1 via Seymour Boulevard Connector 

 New access to southbound Highway 1 via Mountain Highway. 
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 New connection to City of North Vancouver and Lower Lynn from southbound Highway 1. 

 New access to northbound Highway 1 via Mountain Highway. 

Consistency With Community Plans.  

 Incorporates Seymour Boulevard Connector 

 Supports the District’s road network priority of an improved connection of Keith Road to 

Mount Seymour Parkway with the new Keith Road – Mount Seymour Parkway Connector.  

 Supports the District’s road network priority of a North Service Road through the Mountain 

Highway – Seymour Connector. 

 Maintains access to the Port lands and improves operations and safety at the Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway Interchange, which will improve conditions for goods movement. 

 Improves safety at the intersection of Mountain Highway & the northbound off-ramp. 

 Improves safety at the intersection of Mountain Highway & Fern Street 

 Facilitates active transportation crossings of Highway 1 at Crown Street 

 Provides sidewalks and cycling infrastructure on Mountain Highway over Highway 1. 

 Provides sidewalks and cycling infrastructure on Fern Street over Highway 1.  

 Supports improvements to Phibbs Exchange and frequent transit on Lillooet Road / Fern 

Street / Mount Seymour Parkway. 
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Figure 4-11: Property Required for Package B  
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Fish and fish habitat. 

 Southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue will require a stream crossing of Keith Creek, 

which is a fish bearing stream. The design of this ramp will need to mitigate impacts to the 

stream.  

 They replacement and realignment of the Mountain Highway structure provides an 

opportunity for environmental enhancement through the removal or improvement of the 

Keith Creek culvert crossing of Mountain Highway. 

 Impacts to the riparian area of Lynn Creek will need to be mitigated as part of the design 

and construction of the Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector. 

 Impacts to the riparian area of Keith Creek will need to be mitigated as part of the design 

and construction of the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway and the northbound 

on-ramp to Mountain Highway.  

Wildlife.  

 The Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector crosses Lynn Creek and a mature forest 

with potential for raptor nests and high risk species, such as Pacific water shrew and red-

legged frogs. Further investigation and mitigation may be required. 

 The area surrounding the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway also has the 

potential for at-risk wildlife in the riparian area. Further investigation and mitigation may be 

required. 

 The area surrounding the northbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway has a moderate 

potential for risk to red-legged frogs and Pacific water shrew. Further investigation and 

mitigation may be required.  

 Wildlife impacts to the Cutter Island Park area due to the Seymour Boulevard Connector 

are expected to be relatively low, however there is some potential for impacts to breeding 

songbirds. This can likely be mitigated through construction management.  

Vegetation.  

 The Mountain Highway – Seymour Connector crosses a mature deciduous forest with 

some coniferous trees present. Investigation and mitigation may be required. 

 The southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue has potential to impact existing 

vegetation, although the area is influenced by existing development.  

 The area surrounding the southbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway has the potential 

to impact vegetation in the riparian area and through the mature coniferous forest. Further 

investigation and mitigation may be required. 

 The area surrounding the northbound on-ramp from Mountain Highway has mature 

coniferous forest with moderate potential to impact vegetation. Further investigation and 

mitigation may be required. 

Archaeology. The archaeological studies reviewed in the preparation of this assessment did not 

identify any significant archaeological constraints. 
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Recreation and leisure.  

 Recreation and leisure in the areas surrounding the Mountain Highway – Seymour 

Connector and the new on- and off- ramps from Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue 

to Highway 1 may disrupt the heavy use of the Lynn Creek and Keith Creek areas by 

hikers, bikers, dog walkers, and other recreationalists. Efforts may be required to maintain 

the extensive trail network through and after construction. 

 The Seymour Boulevard Connector in the location shown bisects Cutter Island Park, which 

is a small municipal park; however, recreational use of this area appears to be minimal.  

 

Project costs. The total project costs for Package B are estimated to be approximately $139.8M. 

A summary of the estimated capital costs for Package B, including construction, engineering and 

management reserves are highlighted in Table 4-5. The table is separated into areas of 

improvement, as outlined in Figure 4-12.  Note that the project costs reflect a 50% contingency 

and costs associated with property acquisitions are not included. Refer to Figure 4-11 for 

approximate areas required. Based on a three year construction schedule and a discount of 6%, 

the present value of project costs was calculated to be $124.6 million. 

Table 4-5: Estimated Project Costs (2013$) 

Section Construction Engineering 
and Project 

Management 

Management 
Reserves 

TOTAL 

1.Main /Dollarton Interchange $14,472,000 $3,052,000 $876,000 $18,400,000 

2.Pedestrian Overpass  $3,538,000 $761,000 $215,000 $4,514,000 

3.Fern Interchange  $25,821,000 $5,261,000 $1,554,000 $32,636,000 

4.Mountain Hwy Interchange  $23,946,000 $5,006,000 $1,448,000 $30,400,000 

5.Keith Rd $15,431,000 $3,215,000 $932,000 $19,578,000 

6.North side Rd $27,109,000 $5,577,000 $1,634,000 $34,320,000 

TOTAL $110,317,000 $22,872,000 $6,659,000 $139,848,000 

Property Acquisition costs. For Package B, the property acquisition costs were determined to be 

approximately $16.5 million. Assuming that property is purchased in the first year of the project 

and a discount rate of 6%, the present value of property cost for Package B was calculated to be 

$15.6 million. 

Maintenance and Rehabilitation costs. For Package B, the maintenance and rehabilitation costs 

discounted at 6% were determined to be approximately $3.1M over a period of 25 years.  

Salvage value. The salvage value of the infrastructure in Package B was determined to be 

approximately $37.6M after 25 years.  

More information about the development of the Financial Account is provided in Appendix D. A 

sensitivity analysis of the salvage value calculation is included in Appendix E. 
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Figure 4-12: Cost Summary Boundaries - Package B 
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Travel time. Mobility benefits to traffic travelling through the Study Area, in terms of reduced travel 

time were based on higher travel speeds and reduced delays due to the facility upgrade. Package 

B has many components of Package A, but has enhanced east-west connectivity and more direct 

connections to the Highway. As a result, the improvements to the overall performance on the 

Highway and east-west travel in Package B are expected to be similar to Package A, but at a 

larger scale. Similar to Package A, Package B also results in fewer conflicts on the mainline 

highway due to the reduced number of ramps. Package B adds more east-west capacity and more 

direct connections that Package A, further decreasing travel time and increasing travel speed, 

resulting in travel time benefits.  

The vehicle-hour-travelled (VHT) in Package B was compared to the VHT under existing 

conditions. Mobility benefits to users in the Study Area were accrued over a 25-year period and 

discounted using a 6% discount rate. Using the results estimated as part of the travel time 

analysis, travel time savings to users in Study Area for Package B were determined to be 

approximately $92.2M over 25 years. 

Vehicle operating costs. Travel time was found to be reduced as improved traffic flows are 

provided by the proposed improvements. Vehicle operating costs were found to decrease ($3.7M 

over 25 years) due to the reduction of vehicles idling in congestion, increased travel speed to more 

optimal vehicle performance, and the corresponding increase in fuel efficiency. 

Safety. As discussed previously, Package A includes improvements and changes to the highway 

network that are expected to reduce the frequency of collisions at select locations where the 

collision rates are higher than the provincial average. A collision reduction by as much as 20% at 

each high collision location where improvements are proposed is estimated result in savings of 

approximately $4.3 M over 25 years.  

 

Net Present Value and Benefit-Cost Ratio. Taking into consideration the total life-cycle cost of 

the project and mobility benefits, Package A is expected to yield a net present value of -$5.5M and 

a benefit-cost ratio of 0.95.  Although the economic evaluation resulted in a negative net present 

value and benefit-cost ratio less than 1.0, there are significant qualitative benefits summarized in 

the other areas of evaluation.  

 

Table 4-6 is a short summary of all benefits and impacts to provide an overall picture of the 

evaluation of Package B. Although the cost of the project is high, the quantitative benefits are 

significant. Further, there are more benefits that are qualitative in nature and support the broader 

project goals. The summary column was developed based on engineering judgement of the 

balance of the trade-offs. This summary provides a starting point for discussion among 

stakeholders. 
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Table 4-6: Evaluation Summary – Package B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION SUMMARY 

Transportation  
Highway Operations & Safety  Improvement of two key issues: southbound merge at Main 

Street and northbound weave between Main Street and 

Mount Seymour Parkway. 

 Moderate reduction in mainline highway traffic volumes. 

● 

Urban Street Network  Operations improved at key intersections. 

 Improved connectivity (east-west and north-south). ◕ 

Transit Support  Accommodation, expansion, and improved access to Phibbs 

Exchange. ● 
Walking & Cycling  Improved connectivity at Mountain Highway, Crown Street, 

and to Phibbs Exchange. ● 
Community  

Property Requirements 
28,200 m2 of new property required ◔ 

Community Connectivity  Two new east-west connection. 

 One new north-south connection. 

 Improved connectivity to the highway – southbound and 

northbound. 

● 

Consistency with Plans  Consistent with District and TransLink plans. 
● 

Environment  
Fish, Wildlife, and Vegetation  Further investigation and potential mitigation required around 

Mountain Highway / Brooksbank interchange and Mountain 

Highway – Seymour Connector. 

◔ 

Archaeology  
 No significant archeological constraints identified. ◑ 

Recreation and Leisure  No significant impact to recreation and leisure beyond the 

construction period. ◑ 
Financial   

Capital Cost (2013) $139.8M  
Capital Cost (PV) $124.6M  
Property Cost (2013) $16.5 M  
Property Cost (PV) $15.6 M  
Maintenance (PV) $3.1M  
Salvage Value (PV) $37.6M  
Total Incremental Cost $105.7M  

Customer Service  
Travel Time Savings (PV) $92.2M  
Vehicle Operating Savings (PV) $3.7M  
Safety (PV) $4.3M  
Total Incremental Benefits (PV) $100.2M  

Economic  
Net Present Value $(5.5)M  
Benefit-Cost 0.95  

● ◕ ◑ ◔ ○ 
Significant Benefit Modest Benefit Neutral Modest Impact Impact 
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The Option Evaluation resulted in a summary of the benefits and impacts of each of the packages 

of improvements for each of the five areas of evaluation. Comparing the results of the evaluation 

for each option allows for the identification of a preferred option.  

Table 5-1 summarizes the results of the options evaluation for each package. The section below 

provides a more detailed comparison of the results of the evaluation for the two packages.  

Table 5-1: Evaluation Summary 

CRITERIA PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

TRANSPORTATION 

Highway Operations & Safety ◕ ● 

Urban Street Network ◕ ◕ 

Transit Support ◕ ● 

Walking & Cycling ◕ ● 
COMMUNITY 

Property Requirements ◔ ◔ 

Community Connectivity ◕ ● 

Consistency with Plans ● ● 
ENVIRONMENT 

Fish, Wildlife, and Vegetation ◔ ◔ 

Archaeology  ◑ ◑ 

Recreation and Leisure ◑ ◑ 
FINANCIAL 

Capital Cost (2013) $112.8M $139.8M 

Capital Cost (PV) $100.5M $124.6M 

Property Cost (2013) $17.4 M $16.5 M 

Property Cost (PV) $16.4 M $15.6 M 

Maintenance (PV) $2.5M $3.1M 

Salvage Value (PV) $30.0M $37.6M 

Total Incremental Cost $72.9M $90.2M 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Travel Time Savings (PV) $63.1M $92.2M 

Vehicle Operating Savings (PV) $1.4M $3.7M 

Safety (PV) $3.8M $4.3M 

Total Incremental Benefits (PV) $68.3M $100.2M 

ECONOMIC 

Net Present Value $ (21.0M) $(5.5)M 

Benefit-Cost 0.76 0.95 
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The transportation evaluation considered benefits and impacts to highway operations & safety, 

urban street network, transit support, and walking & cycling. A comparison of transportation 

benefits and impacts for the two packages are included in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2: Transportation Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION SUMMARY EVALUATION SUMMARY 

Highway 

Operations & 

Safety 

 Elimination of two 

key issues: 

southbound merge at 

Main Street and 

northbound weave 

between Main Street 

and Mount Seymour 

Parkway. 

◕ 
 Improvement of two 

key issues: 

southbound merge at 

Main Street and 

northbound weave 

between Main Street 

and Mount Seymour 

Parkway. 

 Moderate reduction in 

mainline highway 

traffic volumes. 

● 

Urban Street 

Network 

 Operations improved 

at key intersections. 

 Improved 

connectivity (east-

west and north-

south) 

◕ 
 Operations improved 

at key intersections. 

 Improved connectivity 

(east-west and north-

south). 

◕ 

Transit Support  Accommodation and 

improved access to 

Phibbs Exchange 

◕ 
 Accommodation, 

expansion, and 

improved access to 

Phibbs Exchange. 

● 

Walking & Cycling  Improved 

connectivity at 

Mountain Highway, 

Crown Street, and to 

Phibbs Exchange. 

◕ 
 Improved connectivity 

at Mountain Highway, 

Crown Street, and to 

Phibbs Exchange. 

● 
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The two packages both have significant transportation benefits; however, Package B provides 

more significant benefits than Package A, as detailed below: 

 Package B provides more capacity southbound to access the Ironworkers Memorial 
Bridge. 

 Package B provides more east-west capacity. 

 Package A is likely to result in longer eastbound queues on Main Street on the approach to 
the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. 

 Package B provides better transit support do to the bigger land area available for Phibbs 
Exchange. 

 Package B provides better separation and more facilities for cyclists and pedestrian at the 
Fern Street interchange. 

 

 

The community evaluation considered benefits and impacts to property requirements, community 

connectivity, and consistency with existing plans. A comparison of community benefits and impacts 

for the two packages is included in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3: Community Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION SUMMARY EVALUATION SUMMARY 

Property 

Requirements 

 25,100 m2 of new 

property required ◔ 
 28,200 m2 of new 

property required ◔ 
Community 

Connectivity 

 One new east-west 

connection. 

 One new north-south 

connection. 

 Improved 

connectivity to 

southbound highway. 

◕ 
 Two new east-west 

connections. 

 One new north-south 

connection. 

 Improved connectivity 

to the highway – 

southbound and 

northbound. 

● 

Consistency with 

Plans 

 Consistent with 

District and 

TransLink plans. 

● 
 Consistent with District 

and TransLink plans. ● 

 

Both of the packages have a mix of benefits and impacts, as detailed below: 

 Both Package A and Package B require property acquisition. Package B requires around 
10% more property than Package A. 

 Package B provides better community connectivity. Package B has one additional new 
east-west connection than Package A, as well as improved connectivity to the highway 
both northbound and southbound.  

 Both packages are consistent with District and TransLink plans. 
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The environmental evaluation considered benefits and impacts to fish, wildlife, and vegetation, 

archaeology, and recreation and leisure. A comparison of environmental benefits and impacts for 

the two packages is included in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4: Environmental Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION SUMMARY EVALUATION SUMMARY 

Fish, Wildlife, and 

Vegetation 

 Further investigation 

and potential 

mitigation required 

around Mountain 

Highway / 

Brooksbank 

interchange and 

Mountain Highway – 

Seymour Connector. 

◔ 
 Further investigation 

and potential mitigation 

required around 

Mountain Highway / 

Brooksbank 

interchange and 

Mountain Highway – 

Seymour Connector. 

◔ 

Archaeology   No significant 

archeological 

constraints identified. 

◑ 
 No significant 

archeological 

constraints identified. 
◑ 

Recreation and 

Leisure 

 No significant impact 

to recreation and 

leisure beyond the 

construction period. 

◑ 
 No significant impact to 

recreation and leisure 

beyond the 

construction period. 

◑ 

 

Both of the packages have small potential environmental impacts, with Package B having slightly 

more impacts than Package B, as detailed below: 

 Package B has slightly more impacts to fish, wildlife, and vegetation because it includes 
the new northbound on-ramp at Mountain Highway.  
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The financial evaluation considered financial costs, including capital cost, maintenance, salvage 

value, and total incremental cost. A comparison of financial impacts for the two packages is 

included in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5: Financial Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION EVALUATION 

Capital Cost (2013) $112.8M $139.8M 
Capital Cost (PV) $100.5M $124.6M 
Property Cost (2013) $17.4M $16.5M 

Property Cost (PV) $16.4M $15.6M 

Maintenance (PV) $2.5M $3.1M 
Salvage Value (PV) $30.0M $37.6M 
Total Incremental Cost $89.3M $105.7M 

 

Package B is about 25% more expensive than Package A in both capital cost and maintenance; 

however, Package B also has a higher salvage value after 25 years. Property costs for Package B 

are lower than property costs for Package A. 

 

The customer service evaluation considered the economic value of travel time savings and vehicle 

operation savings. A comparison of the customer service benefits for the two packages is included 

in Table 5-6. 

Table 5-6: Customer Service Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION EVALUATION 

Travel Time Savings (PV) $63.1M $92.2M 
Vehicle Operating Savings (PV) $1.4M $3.7M 
Safety (PV) $3.8M $4.3M 

Total Incremental Benefits (PV) $68.3M $100.2M 

 

Package B provides around 45% more travel time savings and over 10% more safety benefits than 

Package A. 
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The economic evaluation considered the financial costs and customer service benefits to develop 

an overall net present value and benefit-cost ratio for each package. A comparison of the 

economic evaluation for the two packages is included in Table 5-7. 

Table 5-7: Economic Evaluation Comparison 

 PACKAGE A PACKAGE B 

CRITERIA EVALUATION EVALUATION 

Net Present Value $ (21.0) $(5.5M) 
Benefit-Cost 0.76 0.95 

 

Package B has a better overall economic evaluation than Package A with a higher benefit-cost 

ratio and net present value: 

 

The improvement packages combine the shortlist of ideas and concepts developed through 

extensive input and dialogue with agencies and a small group of community stakeholders to 

address the key issues and challenges identified at the outset of the assignment. Although the 

scope of the assignment and study area does not provide the opportunity to address all challenges 

completely, each of the improvement packages makes significant strides to address foundation 

issues such as safety, mobility and support for alternative modes where possible.  

Overall, the technical comparison of improvement packages for the Lower Lynn area indicates that 

Package B has several advantages over Package A. Although some of the features are 

transferable between options, the individual location features of Package B at the Mountain 

Highway, Fern Street and Main/Dollarton Highway interchanges address more of the core issues 

identified at the outset of the assignment. In particular, Package B provides greater mobility for all 

modes across the Highway on the North Shore than the improvements included in Package A.  

Local and regional traffic across the North Shore are physically more separated from Highway 

ramp traffic in Package B. Additionally, provisions for transit, pedestrians and cyclists across the 

highway are also enhanced with the treatments contained in Package B.  

As described in the report, each of the optional improvement packages requires support and 

actions of local agencies. In particular, each concept includes new and improved local area 

networks to support projected growth in North Shore traffic. Similar to the proposed changes to the 

highway interchanges, local area networks need further design and review to examine impacts and 

to confirm preferred alignments for each improvement. Preliminary planning and design of all 

highway and local network improvements also need to be supported by a business case for all 

Ministry related investments to reaffirm the overall benefits and costs as well as the potential risks 

and mitigation strategies before acquiring capital funding. The business case for all project 

components to proceed would also be required by the Federal government in order to provide 

financial support.   
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At the same time, agency stakeholders have identified the need to consult with a broader group of 

public stakeholders once there is general support for a preferred direction. All feedback and input 

can be incorporated into further planning and design of all project features.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #1 – Extend On-Ramp  

This concept features a new westbound to southbound on-ramp with a longer merge distance on 

Highway 1. The northbound on-ramp is closed to accommodate the new flyover. The southbound left 

turn at Mountain Highway is prohibited to reduce delay at that intersection and discourage short-

cutting.   

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

lengthening southbound merge and eliminating 

northbound weave between Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern Street 

/ Mount Seymour Parkway.  

 Has a neutral effect on municipal mobility. The 

left turn prohibition is expected to reduce delay 

at the intersection and discourage shortcutting, 

but it also restricts access to the Lower Lynn 

Town Centre. 

 Is geometrically feasible with no fatal flaws 

with regard to grades or geometric 

requirements.  

 No new property required and change to 

southbound on-ramp may make some additional 

property available for Phibbs Exchange.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #2 – Reduce Conflicts 

This concept closes both the northbound and southbound highway on-ramps for eastbound traffic.  

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the eastbound to southbound merge 

and the northbound weave between Main Street 

/ Dollarton Highway and Keith Road / Fern 

Street / Mount Seymour Parkway.  

 Is geometrically feasible, as it does not add 

new infrastructure. It is also relatively simple and 

inexpensive to construct.  

 No new property required and change to 

southbound on-ramp may make some additional 

property available for Phibbs Exchange.  

 Screened out because of negative impacts for 

municipal mobility:  

o The left turn prohibition is expected to 

reduce delay at the intersection and 

discourage shortcutting, but it also 

restricts access to the Lower Lynn Town 

Centre. 

o The removal of both eastbound on-

ramps restricts highway access for 

traffic from east of Highway 1 and is 

expected to increase traffic volume and 

queuing on other routes.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #3 – Southern Bypass 

This option features a bypass of Main Street for traffic travelling from the west to the Ironworkers 

Memorial Bridge or from the bridge travelling west. It includes a new highway overpass, a two-way 

flyover crossing Dollarton Highway. It then ties into the existing eastbound to southbound flyover and 

the existing northbound to westbound loop ramp. It requires the reconfiguration of the northbound on-

ramp and the eastbound to northbound movement is no longer permitted. The existing eastbound to 

southbound on-ramp is closed and the westbound to southbound on-ramp enters its own lane on the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge, which requires a new structure crossing Main Street. 

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the eastbound to southbound merge.  

 Is geometrically feasible based on grades and 

geometric requirements; however, it would be 

costly to construct and require expensive and 

complex traffic management during 

construction.  

 Benefits alternative modes by rerouting traffic 

from Main Street and reducing ramp crossings 

for cyclists and pedestrians travelling to and 

from the west side of the Ironworkers Memorial 

Bridge.  

 Screened out because it requires property 

from multiple land owners, including some from 

the Squamish Nation. It also crosses property 

that features a rail spur line that is unlikely to be 

relocated or closed. 
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #4 – Separate Municipal and Interchange Traffic 

This option divides eastbound and westbound municipal traffic into a one-way couplet, moving the 

interchange movements into the centre of the couplet. All existing ramps, with the exception of the 

westbound to northbound on-ramp and the southbound to eastbound / westbound off-ramp are closed 

and reconfigured. The eastbound to northbound movement is no longer provided. 

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

combining the eastbound to southbound and 

westbound to southbound movements into a 

single ramp with its own lane. This lane has a 

lower grade than the existing eastbound to 

southbound ramp. This Package Also lengthens 

the northbound weave between the Dollarton / 

Main Street and Keith Road / Fern Street / 

Mount Seymour Highway interchange.  

 Screened out because of the following factors: 

o Negatively affects alternative modes 

because it requires the land currently 

occupied by Phibbs Exchange.  

o Requires property from multiple land 

owners, including some from the 

Squamish Nation. 

o Difficult and costly to construct.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #5 – Consolodate Southbound Ramps 

In this option the eastbound to southbound on-ramp is closed and traffic making this movement is 

required to turn left at the east interchange terminal to use the westbound to southbound flyover. A 

new structure over Main Street allows the westbound to southbound movement its own lane over the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge. The eastbount to northbound movement is no longer permitted.   

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the short westbound to southbound 

merge. 

 Makes new property available for other uses.  

 Geometrically feasible and limits the amount of 

new infrastructure required.   

 Benefits alternative modes by eliminating a 

busy crossing for cyclists and pedestrians 

traveling to and from the west side of the 

Ironworkers Memorial Bridge and is expected to 

improve operations of the slip ramp for 

southbound buses.  

 Screened out because the high left turn 

volumes at the east interchange terminal are 

expected to increase congestion and queuing on 

the municipal road network.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #6 – Modified Pinavia 

This option uses a large roundabout to channel traffic counter-clockwise around the interchange. South 

of Main Street, the circle travels under the highway, while north of Main Street it travels over the 

highway. On- and off- ramps connect the outer lane to the highway and to Main Street, permitting all 

directions of travel. The intersections between the circle and Main Street / Dollarton Highway are at-

grade and signalized. 

 

 Screened out because of poor or very poor 

grades on multiple criteria: 

o Shortens the northbound weave distance 

between this interchange and the Keith 

Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour 

Parkway interchange with negative effects 

on highway safety & mobility. 

o The change in grade, size of required 

structures, and short on- and off- ramps 

result in a design that is not geometrically 

feasible and would be costly to construct.  

o Multiple properties are required, including 

some from the Squamish Nation. 

o Negatively affects alternative modes 

because it requires the land currently 

occupied by Phibbs Exchange. Land that 

becomes available on the east side of the 

interchange cannot be used due to access 

restrictions due to geometrics.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #7 – Modified Ramp System 

This concept consolidates ramps to simplify traffic operations on the Highway. Most traffic getting on or 

off the highway moves through the east interchange terminal. Eastbound to southbound and 

westbound to southbound traffic is consolidated onto a single ramp, which is accessed by the west 

interchange terminal. The existing structure over Main Street is expanded to provide this movement 

with its own southbound lane. Two new structures – one over Main Street and the other over the 

Highway allow a new flyover to replace the existing northbound to westbound loop ramp. 

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the short westbound to southbound 

merge and lengthening the northbound weave 

between this interchange and the Keith Road / 

Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

interchange. The number of highway merges 

and diverges are reduced, simplifying 

operations. 

 Geometrically feasible.  

 Makes new property available for other uses.  

 Screened out because it:  

o Reduces the number of intersections on 

Main Street, but may cause congestion 

because of the high left turning volume 

and the east interchange terminal.  

o Negatively affects alternative modes. 

This option requires the land currently 

occupied by Phibbs Exchange. Land 

that becomes available on the east side 

of the interchange cannot be used due 

to access restrictions due to geometrics.  
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Main Street / Dollarton Highway #8 – Diamond Interchange 

All movements are provided via a new diamond interchange with the east and west interchange 

terminals close to the structure over Main Street. This option would require the widening or 

replacement of that highway structure over Main Street and the development of new on- and off- 

ramps. 

 

 Makes new property available for other uses.  

 Benefits alternative modes by removing 

separation between Phibbs Exchange and the 

community. 

 Screened out because it is not geometric 

feasibility due to the profile of the eastbound / 

westbound to southbound on-ramp. The short 

distance and large change in grade between 

Main Street and the Ironworkers Memorial 

Bridge results in a steep grade. Difficult to 

construct because of the detours and 

infrastructure required to widen or replace the 

existing bridge structure.  

 Screened out because this configuration has 

negative effects on highway safety and 

mobility due to expected queuing on Highway 1 

due to the combination of high volumes at the 

interchange terminals and short storage areas. 

Main Street / Dollarton Highway #9 – Partial Diamond 

This partial diamond closes the existing westbound to southbound on-ramp and reroutes this traffic to 

a left turn at the west interchange terminal. The northbound on-ramp can be realigned to lengthen the 

northbound weave distance.  

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

eliminating the short westbound to southbound 

merge and lengthening the northbound weave 

between this interchange and the Keith Road / 

Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway 

interchange.  

 Benefits alternative modes by integrating a 

new southbound bus access from Phibbs 

Exchange via the west interchange terminal. 

 Is geometrically feasible, does not require new 

structures and limits the amount of new 

infrastructure.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #1 – Keith / Fern Realignment and Ramp 

Consolidation 

This concept was developed as part of an earlier study. It includes the replacement of the Fern Street 

Bridge with a wider structure, a new direct connection between northbound highway traffic and Keith 

Road via a new flyover, a realigned Keith Road / Fern Street connection, and a reconfigured 

northbound on-ramp. Northbound traffic would no longer have the option of exiting to the east.  

 

 Improves highway safety and mobility by 

reducing the number of on- and off- ramps for 

both northbound and southbound traffic.  

 Improves east-west connectivity; however, 

closes a number of movements that are used for 

municipal travel; this option is neutral for 

municipal mobility & connectivity.  

 Screened out because of geometric feasibility 

and constructability. The angle of the new 

flyover would result in a very long structure. The 

profile of the northbound to eastbound off-ramp 

is steep because of the change of grade 

between the underpass at Fern Street and the 

high elevation required to cross the highway. 

Extensive traffic detours would be required 

during the construction of the widened Fern 

Street Bridge. 

 The property required for this concept is no 

longer available due to approved development 

between Mountain Highway, Fern Street, and 

Highway 1.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #2 – Keith – Mount Seymour Connector 

This concept provides a new east – west connection for municipal traffic via a new structure over 

Highway 1 connecting Mount Seymour Parkway and Keith Road. A new flyover of the intersection of 

Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road separates highway traffic from municipal traffic. The Fern 

Street Bridge remains only to serve the southbound on-ramp. The eastbound to southbound 

movement is no longer provided. Eastbound and westbound traffic can access the northbound 

highway via a reconfigured northbound on-ramp.  

 

 Improves highway safety and mobility by 

reducing the number of on- and off- ramps for 

both northbound and southbound traffic. This 

option is also expected to reduce the volume of 

southbound traffic merging at Fern Street, which 

would improve the southbound weave between 

this interchange and the Main Street / Dollarton 

Highway interchange.  

 Reduces the property required for the 

interchange, freeing property for other uses. 

 Improves east-west connectivity; however, 

closes a number of movements that are used for 

municipal travel; this option is neutral for 

municipal mobility & connectivity.  

 Screened out because of geometric feasibility 

and constructability. The eastbound to 

northbound loop ramp would require a steep 

grade and a small radius. The new east-west 

flyover connecting Mount Seymour Parkway to 

Keith Road crosses the highway at an angle, 

resulting in a long structure. The elevation of this 

crossing would require the intersection of 

Mountain Highway and Keith Road to be 

elevated. The new flyover of the intersection of 

Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road is 

also a long structure and footing design would 

be complicated by the size of the intersection 

and surrounding terrain.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #3 – Consolidate Northbound Off-Ramps 

This concept closes the first of two northbound off-ramps and consolidates all northbound traffic 

leaving the highway to a single exit via the west leg of the intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and 

Lillooet Road.  

 

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

reducing the number of northbound off-ramps 

and increasing the northbound weave distance 

between this interchange and Main Street / 

Dollarton Highway. It removes the potential for 

illegal weaving manoeuvers between the 

highway off-ramp and the intersection of Mount 

Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road. 

 Easy and inexpensive to construct because it 

requires no new structures or roadways. May 

require improvements to the intersection of 

Mount Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road. 

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #4 – Fern / Mount Seymour Right Turn Lane 

Barrier 

This concept installs a barrier between the two northbound right turn lanes at the intersection of Mount 

Seymour Parkway and Lillooet Road.  

 

 Easy and inexpensive to construct because it 

requires no new structures or roadways.  

 Expected to improve operations at the 

intersection of Mount Seymour Parkway and 

Lillooet Road, with benefits to municipal 

mobility & connectivity.  

 Improves highway safety & mobility by 

reducing the number of conflicts due to illegal 

manoeuvers on the first northbound off-ramp. 
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #5 – Tight Diamond 

This concept replaces the existing interchange configuration with a tight diamond on the Fern Street 

Bridge alignment.  

 

 Screened out because of poor grades on 

multiple criteria: 

o Shortens the northbound and southbound 

weave distances between this interchange 

and the Main Street / Dollarton Highway 

interchange with negative effects on 

highway safety & mobility. 

o The change in elevation between Highway 

1 and the Fern Street Bridge combined with 

the short length available for ramps results 

in steep ramp grades for the northbound 

off-ramp and southbound on-ramp. This 

results in a design that is not 

geometrically feasible.  

o Multiple properties are required, including 

some from the Squamish Nation. 

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #6 – Modified Keith – Mount Seymour 

Connector 

This concept is a new connection between Mountain Highway and the Fern Street Bridge. The existing 

Fern Street connection is closed. This concept aligns with the approved changes due to 

redevelopment of the land between Mountain Highway, Fern Street, and Highway 1.  

 

 Provides a more direct connection between 

Keith Road and Mount Seymour Parkway, 

improving east-west connectivity and municipal 

mobility & connectivity.  

 Is relatively inexpensive to construct and 

requires no new structures.  

 Allows for approved development to take place 

as planned without introducing new property 

constraints.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #7 – Keith – Mount Seymour Underpass 

This concept provides a new crossing of the Highway to connect Mount Seymour Parkway with Keith 

Road. The new connection passes under the Highway before the northbound off-ramp to Mountain 

Highway. It requires the reconfiguration of the existing northbound on-ramp from Mount Seymour 

Parkway.  

 

 Provides a new east-west connection that is 

separate from highway traffic, which has 

benefits for municipal mobility & connectivity. 

 Screened out because of geometric feasibility. 

There is not sufficient space for the new 

connection to cross Lynn Creek at an 

acceptable elevation and have sufficient 

clearance under Highway 1. Westbound traffic 

turning the corner to cross under Highway 1 

would also face significant sight distance 

constraints.  

Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #8 – Keith – Mount Seymour Overpass 

This concept is similar to a component of Concept #2. Mount Seymour Parkway is connected to Keith 

Road via a new structure over Highway 1. The intersection of Mountain Highway and Keith Road is 

closed to allow Mountain Highway to stay at-grade. The northbound on-ramp is reconfigured to allow 

for the new structure.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

with a new east-west connection that is separate 

from highway traffic.  

 Reasonable grades and the ability to adjust the 

alignment to reduce the bridge length result in 

an option that is geometrically feasible.  
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Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #9 –Mountain Highway – Mount Seymour 

Northern Connection 

New connection between Mount Seymour Parkway and Mountain Highway, as proposed in the 

District’s Transportation Plan. On the west side the new connection meets Mountain Highway at 

Arborlynn Drive requiring reconfiguration of that intersection from a skewed three-leg intersection into a 

standard four-leg intersection.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

with a new east-west connection that is separate 

from highway traffic. Aligns with the District’s 

transportation plan.  

 Neutral for geometric feasibility. The 

connection is feasible, but grades are higher 

than desirable in some locations and 

construction is expected to have a high cost 

relative to some other options.  
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Mountain Highway #1 – Southbound to / from Brooksbank Avenue 

This concept provides a southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue and a southbound on-ramp from 

Brooksbank Avenue to Highway 1. The southbound on-ramp travels under the Mountain Highway 

structure over Highway 1.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

by increasing access to and from Lower Lynn 

from Highway 1.  

 Screened out because of geometric feasibility. 

The relatively steep grade on Highway 1 through 

this area makes it difficult to match the elevation 

of the two ramps on the approach to 

Brooksbank Avenue. There is not sufficient 

width under the Mountain Highway structure to 

add an additional eastbound lane.   

Mountain Highway #2 – Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue Diamond 

This concept is a full movement diamond intersection connecting to Mountain Highway in the north and 

Brooksbank Avenue in the South. The concept uses the existing bridge alignment. 

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

by increasing access between Upper Lynn and 

Lower Lynn and Highway 1. 

 Screened out because the steep grades and 

the limitations of the existing structure make this 

concept geometrically infeasible and difficult 

to construct.  
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Mountain Highway #3 – Brooksbank Avenue Diamond 

This concept provided a new structure over Highway 1 to connect Brooksbank Avenue to Mountain 

Highway near 14th Street. The concept also provides a full movement diamond interchange at this new 

crossing location. The existing connection at Mountain Highway is closed.  

 

 Benefits highway safety and mobility by 

closing the existing northbound off-ramp and 

increasing the spacing between interchanges.  

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

by increasing access between Upper Lynn,  

Lower Lynn, and Highway 1. 

 Screened out because the steep ramp grades 

required to reach the new structure from the 

Highway make this option geometrically 

infeasible. The highway has a relatively steep 

grade in this location and the new structure 

would need to be high enough to provide 

clearance over the highest crossing point of the 

highway. This would result in a large change in 

elevation between the structure and the start of 

the northbound off-ramp.  

Mountain Highway #4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond 

This concept provides a southbound off-ramp to Brooksbank Avenue and a southbound on-ramp from 

Mountain Highway. The concept requires a new structure at Mountain Highway and alternative access 

for the homes along 8th Street.  

 

 Improves municipal mobility & connectivity 

by increasing access between Upper Lynn and 

Lower Lynn and southbound Highway 1. 
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Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #1 – Mountain Highway Interchange and  

Keith Road / Fern Street Connector 

This concept combines Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #3 – Consolidate 

Northbound off-ramps with Keith Road / Fern Street / Mount Seymour Parkway #6 – Modified Keith – 

Mount Seymour Connector and Mountain Highway #4 – Mountain Highway Partial Diamond.  

 

 Provides all of the benefits to highway safety & 

mobility, municipal mobility & connectivity, 

geometric feasibility & constructability, and 

property impacts as its component pieces.  

 Provides additional benefits to highway safety 

& mobility because the southbound off-ramp to 

Brooksbank Avenue allows the existing 

southbound off-ramp at Fern Street to be 

closed, increasing interchange spacing and 

improving operations.  
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Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #2 – Brooksbank Interchange and  

Keith Road / Fern Street Connector 

This concept maintains the same components as Integrated Fern Street / Mountain Highway #1, 

adding a variation to the Mountain Highway / Brooksbank Avenue interchange. This option connects 

Mountain Highway to Brooksbank Avenue with a realigned crossing of Highway 1. The intersection of 

Brooksbank Avenue and Keith Road is shown as a roundabout to facilitate southbound travel from 

Mountain Highway to southbound Highway 1. 

 

 Provides all of the benefits to highway safety & 

mobility, municipal mobility & connectivity, 

geometric feasibility & constructability, and 

property impacts as its component pieces.  

 Provides additional benefits to highway safety 

& mobility because the southbound off-ramp to 

Brooksbank Avenue allows the existing 

southbound off-ramp at Fern Street to be 

closed, increasing interchange spacing and 

improving operations. 

 Provides additional benefits to municipal 

mobility & connectivity through the improved 

connection with Brooksbank Avenue. Traffic 

travelling south can proceed directly through the 

intersection of Brooksbank Avenue and Keith 

Road without having to turn left or right to reach 

a continuous north-south roadway.  
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NORTHSHORE INTERCHANGES -OPT A
1961.0267.01

DATE:2013-08-27 2013 DOLLAR

Alignment Length
ENG & P.M
$M

ROAD CONST.
$M

STRUCTURES
$M

MAN.
RESERVE $M

TOTAL
/SEGMENT
$M TOTAL $M

Main Street - MS
Seymour Blvd Connector-MS-1 250m 0.298 1.427 0 0.086 1.811
SB ON RAMP 330m 0.685 3.04 0.346 0.204 4.275
NB Off Ramp to main WB MS-4 140m 0.23 0.849 0.26 0.067 1.406
Main street-MS-5 700m 0.573 2.346 0.26 0.159 3.338
Access to Park and Ride- MS-6 425m 0.9 1.475 2.769 0.257 5.401
Oxford/Main connection MS-7 150m 0.169 0.523 0.26 0.048 1

2.855 9.66 3.895 0.821 17.231 17.231

Pedestrian Overpass -P0-1 275m 0.758 0.059 3.461 0.214 4.492 4.492

Fern Interchange - FI
Mount Seymour Parkway - FI-1 370m 0.547 2.667 0 0.161 3.375
Roundabout 200m 0.411 2.048 0 0.123 2.582
NB ON Ramp - FI-4 60m 0.15 0.755 0 0.045 0.95
NB Off Ramp - FI-5 70m 0.126 0.623 0 0.037 0.786

1.234 6.093 0.366 7.693 7.693
Keith Rd
Keith Rd(DNV contract) - FI-6 226m 2.574 1.785 10.642 0.75 15.751
Keith Rd -Brooksbank - FI-7 585m 0.687 2.723 0.52 0.197 4.127
Cul De sac-Mt Hwy- MH-6 260m 0.263 1.22 0.017 0.075 1.575

3.524 5.728 11.179 1.022 21.453 21.453
Mountain Hwy Interchange - MH
NB Off Ramp-MH-2 200m 0.467 1.871 0.432 0.139 2.909
SB On Ramp- MH-3 320m 1.212 2.04 3.807 0.353 7.412
SB Off Ramp-MH-4 650m 0.515 2.071 0.26 0.142 2.988
Mountain Hwy-realigned- MH-5 650m 2.333 4.725 6.576 0.682 14.316

4.527 10.707 11.075 1.316 27.625 27.625
East West Connector-North Hwy 1-
DNV study -EWC 975m 5.577 8.939 18.17 1.634 34.32 34.32

TOTAL OPT A 112.814

ASSUMPTIONS:
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE $ PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
ASPHALT TONS 100 ASPHALT 125mm
CBC CU.M 60 BASE 300mm
SGSB CU.M 50 SUBBASE 300mm
BARRIERS L.M 110
RWALL SQM 1100
CURB & GUTTER L.M 90
TRAFFIC SIGNAL EACH 100000
EXCAVATION CU.M 20
FILL CU.M 40
BRIDGE COST AS PER BUCKLAND & TAYLOR SPREADSHEET
CONTINGENCY 50%
Park & Ride & Keith road realignment(by Developper) not included in cost estimate.
Milling & Overlay Hwy 1 not included in estimate
REFERENCE LINK:

DRAWINGS FOR QUANTITY TAKE OFF:
..\..\OPTION A - QTY.dwg

PDF OF WOLSKI SHEET AND EARTHWORKS:
..\OPT A-COST ESTIMATE



NORTHSHORE INTERCHANGES -OPT B
1961.0267.01

DATE:2013-08-27 2013 Dollar

Alignment Length ENG & P.M $M
ROAD CONST.
$M

STRUCTURES
$M

MAN.
RESERVE $M

TOTAL
/SEGMENT
$M TOTAL $M

Main Street - MS
Seymour Blvd Connector-MS-1 250m 0.3 1.441 0 0.087 1.828
WB-SB ON RAMP -MS-2 590m 1.139 2.454 2.942 0.327 6.862
NB Off Ramp-Seymour blvd-MS-3 285m 0.258 1.2 0 0.073 1.531
NB Off Ramp to main WB MS-4 130m 0.195 0.67 0.26 0.056 1.181
Main street-MS-5 100m 0.159 0.78 0 0.047 0.986
Access to Park and Ride- MS-6 425m 0.84 1.537 2.423 0.24 5.04
Oxford/Main connection MS-7 150m 0.161 0.765 0 0.046 0.972

3.052 8.847 5.625 0.876 18.4 18.4

Pedestrian Overpass -P0-1 275m 0.761 0.077 3.461 0.215 4.514 4.514

Fern Interchange - FI
Mount Seymour Parkway - FI-1 370m 0.645 3.183 0 0.191 4.019
Fern St-FI-2 175m 0.14 0.642 0 0.039 0.821
Keith Rd-(New)- FI-3 500m 4.044 9.26 10.728 1.202 25.234
NB ON Ramp - FI-4 200m 0.193 0.903 0 0.055 1.151
NB Off Ramp - FI-5 120m 0.112 0.525 0 0.032 0.669
SB ON Ramp-Fern St-FI-8 158m 0.127 0.58 0 0.035 0.742

5.261 15.093 10.728 1.554 32.636 32.636

Keith Rd
Keith Rd(DNV contract) - FI-6 226m 2.573 1.783 10.642 0.75 15.748
Keith Rd -Brooksbank - FI-7 585m 0.642 2.486 0.52 0.182 3.83

3.215 4.269 11.162 0.932 19.578 19.578
0

Mountain Hwy Interchange - MH 0
NB on Ramp - MH-1 425m 0.547 2.17 0.432 0.157 3.306
NB Off Ramp-MH-2 200m 0.4 1.519 0.432 0.118 2.469
SB On Ramp- MH-3 340m 0.99 1.24 3.461 0.285 5.976
SB Off Ramp-MH-4 460m 0.372 1.421 0.26 0.103 2.156
Mountain Hwy-realigned- MH-5 870m 2.626 6.141 6.576 0.767 16.11
Cul De sac-Mt Hwy- MH-6 150m 0.071 0.294 0 0.018 0.383

5.006 12.785 11.161 1.448 30.4 30.4

North side Rd- DNV study -EWC 975m 5.577 8.939 18.17 1.634 34.32 34.32

TOTAL OPT B 139.848

ASSUMPTIONS:
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE $ PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
ASPHALT TONS 100 ASPHALT: 125mm
CBC CU.M 60 BASE: 300mm
SGSB CU.M 50 SUBBASE: 300mm
BARRIERS L.M 110
RWALL SQM 1100
CURB & GUTTER L.M 90
TRAFFIC SIGNAL EACH 100000
EXCAVATION CU.M 20
FILL CU.M 40
BRIDGE COST AS PER BUCKLAND & TAYLOR SPREADSHEET
CONTINGENCY 50%
PARK & RIDE IS NOT INCLUDED IN COST ESTIMATE
MILLING & OVERLAY HWY 1 NOT INCLUDED IN ESTIMATE
REFERNCE LINK:

DRAWINGS FOR QUANTITY TAKE OFF:
..\..\OPTION B-QTY.dwg

PDF OF WOLSKI SHEET AND EARTHWORKS:
..\OPT B-COST ESTIMATE
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Salvage value was calculated as a percentage of the capital cost of each package and discounted at 6% 

to present value.  The calculations assumed that 50% of the capital expenditure on structures is retained 

after 25 years and that 20% of the capital cost of other construction is retained after 25 years. 

Engineering and project management costs, and land acquisition costs were not expected to have any 

retained value. 

This sensitivity analysis includes upper and lower estimates for salvage value based on alternative 

estimates for the retained value of structures after 25 years. The results of the analysis are shown in the 

table below. 

Package Salvage Value – 25 Years 

 Low Medium High 

 Structures retained at 45% Structures retained at 50% Structures retained at 55% 

Package A $27.8M $30.1M $32.3M 

Package B $34.7M $37.6M $40.4M 
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